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SILENT WITNESSES

Coupon distribution
creates conflict
~r of words

depicts restriction oftrade vs. contractual obligations

BY MELISSA CURRENCE
Campus News. Editor

sv DEVIN MATHIS
This Monday, students were greeted with over 4,000 wooden
crosses on the academic mall to represent victims of
··
abortion. The crosses were. planted by Students for Life as
part of the annual Life Week events.
· ·
NEWSWJREPHOTo

Cintas to hold .concert,

not a student:. event

Xavier Universit!Y, has threatened· to bar "Xca'sh Coupons,"
published by River Corp Publishers, from being. distributed on
campus
because
of
the
university's right to regulate the
bulk mail its students receive.
There is a. contract between
Xavier. ~nd the Universal Directories, the publisher of the Xavier ·
directory, giving Universial Di. rectories coupon exClusitivy at
Xavier.
"As a. private university, once
bulk U.S; mail arrives at its destination, the institution can determine if it should or should not be
distributed [to students]," said
Dr. Luther G. Smith, the director
.for Student Services, in a Jetter to
River Corp Publishers on Jan. 29.
The last issue of "Xcash" was
distributed to campus in mid:·
January. The students Jiving in
the residence.halls received the
coupon books, but students in the
Village. qid not.

"Anything that's ma,iled to my
.
.
.
mailbox, I have th~ right to rebringing the entertainment," said ceive," said Villag~ r~-~ident and.
BY MELISSA MOSKO .
Asst. Ca11ipus News Editor
Ciritas Center :Pire.ctor.Dr. -Phillip · .· seiiiOr-Clirfslen Browne.
The Cintas Center .has con- ---Jories. - · .
River Corp delivered the last
tracted international artist Sarah
Instead of _using the SAC issues of "Xcash" directly to the
Brightman to perform on March money to sponsor a concert, Xavier post office by its request.
31 at 8 p.m; in the Cintas Center. Wolesky said SAC is looking into
Mail that students in the VilThere are a total of 5,000 tickets bringing in a smaller name for a lage receive is considered offbeing sold and the concert is open comedy act later in the year. campus. The Xavier Post Office
to the public. The concert is not "This way, we can provide enter- did not distribute the Village coua Xavier-sponsored event.
tainment for the students and. still pon books there because they had
The concert's promoter is the keep ticket prices low."
not been mailed.
Belkin Corporation, located in
Brightman is the first artist to
Chagrin Falls, Ohio. Belkin Cor- perform in the Cintas Center.
poration contr.acted the Cintas "We are excited to bring Sarah
Center for the event.
' Brightman to the Cintas Center.
In years past, the Student Ac- Everything worked out very
tivities Council (SAC) has well," said Jones.
brought in big name artists for
'.'This isn't the type of concert
the spring concert. Last year, SAC SAC would be interested in; it's
contracted Wyclef Jean from the not a rock concert," Jones added.
Fugees to perform. This year they
Brightman's music has influwere looking at Collective Soul ences in international pop, classiand other groups, but couldn't cal, jazz, Latin, dance and folk
afford to bring anyone in.
music. She begari her musical ca"It's just too expensive," said reer on Broadway, where she· was
- Dr. Luthe,r Smith,
Katie Wolesky, SAC Chair .. in Andrew Lloyd Webber's "Cats"
"Bringing in a big name artist, and "Phantom of the Opera."
director of Student Services
plus the Cintas Center charging
Tickets are on sale now and
us for the cost. of lights, sound, can be purchased at the Cintas
"We are doing nothing illeushers and food doesn't fit into Center box office or through gal," said Smith. "I'm sure it's a
the SAC budget," she said.
Ticketmaster. The priees are $40 fine line we're following."
"The Cintas Center is just a and $60, and there is no student
"Will Big Brother start reading
venue for the concert. Belkin is discount on prices.

a

'./is private
university, once bulk
U.S. mail arrives ...
the institution can
determine if it should
or should not be
distributed."
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Pros and cons of death
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Parking committee
fi1ially owns up
PAGE 8

our letters to make sure that the and 1995-96 school years for a
content is what Xavier wants me fee.
"It is a higher quality directory
to read?" asked Browne.
According to Smith, if the cou- [from Universal Directories],"
pon books are mailec:l first class, ·said Smith.
"This is not an authorized pub~
the university does not have a
right to stop them from being dis- lication," said Smith. "If you receive it ["Xcash"], don't distribtributed: '
. "Bulk mail jtist ·s-ays .'Xavier' ute it. Let's uphold our contracts,
and it has reach~d Xavier Univer- otherwise we may not be getting
sity. It has reached its destina- a free directory next year."
tion as bulk mail and we make the
determination whether or not to
distribute it," said Smith .
I
.
"If, however, they sent these
books first class mail to individuals, there is nothing we can do
about it. It's like mailing a letter
to your parents," said Smith.
"If. [River· Corp] sends
["Xcash"] first class, it will be addressed with only student box
numbers, so how does that not
violate the contract with Universal Directories?" said Edgar
Ragouzis, owner of River Corp
Publishers.
. According to Ragouzis,
Xavier is restrictive to vendors to
- Edgar Ragouzis,
the point where students are not
owner of River Corp
receiving t_~_e best deals for serPublishers
. vices: ·Ragouzis believes this is a
restriction of trade.
· Xavier received a free direc"Bulk mail sent to the post oftory from Universal Directories in fice puts a burden. on the [Xavier]
exchange, Xavier gave the com- post office to distribute it," said
pany exclusive rights to coupons Smith.
on campus.
Smith cited an example of
The coupon exclusivity does Xavier's exercising its right to filnot affect shor.t-term coupons on ter what is distributed with regards
Xavier sporting event tickets or to credit card advertising, anfor Manresa. ·The coupons in other form of bulk mail.
"Xcash" are valid for a longer pe"It is the opinion of Xavier that
riod of time.
it's a healthy thing to do - not to
"My view is that if Xavier give students the opportunity to
regulates bulk mail [with run a lot of deb.t up,') said Smith,
"Xcash"], they should regulate "so this is why we don't let credit
bulk mail altogether. I don't see card companies yome on camthe huge fear with distributing pus."
coupons to students," said SGA
"If they are going to prevent
President Jeff Pugh.
coupons from being delivered
"But I understand that we want they should stop all credit ·cards
to uphold the contract [with Uni- from my mailbox,"· said Browne.
versal Directories],'' he said.
Xavier has contracts with
"We are trying to do the right other vendors, giving their comthing by trying to uphold the con- pany the only access to campus,
tract, and [River Corp] is trying like Coca-Cola and Marriott food
to go around that contract," said catering.
Smith. "The contract [with Universal Directories] was viewed as
a win-win situation," he said.
River Corp published the
Xavier directory for the 1994-95

''If[River Corp}

sends {'Xcash'J first ·
class, it will be
addressed with only
student box numbers,'
so how does that not
violate the contract
with Universal
Directories?"

SPORTS:
Baseball drops
opening series
PAGE 12

DIVERSIONS:
No-go on Indigo, girls ...
and boys
PAGE 16
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Urban service.
learning
Spaces are open for anyone
interested in the Urban Cincinnati Service Learnillg Semester.
There are special new sites for
those taking or majoring in Spanish that require individuals who
are bilingual or developing foreign language skills. Call· Susan
Namei at 745~3042 or email
namei@xu.edu. for more informa~
.
tion. Applications are available
in 126 Cohen.

Lead, don't follow
Applications are now avail,
able for the Peer Leadership Team
for next year. Students may pick
up applications in th.e Peer Leadc
ership Team office, locate'd in . __
O'Connor Sports Center. The
deadline for applications is
March 14: Call 745-3662 for
more information. ·
.

Opera workshop
performs
· The Xavier University Opera
Workshop will perform Menotti's
''The Old Maid and the Theif' and
selections from "Casi fan tutte."
The performances will be Friday
· and. Saturday night at 8 p.m. in
the Long Recital Hall in
EdgecliffHalL ~icket prices are
$7 for adults and $4 for students. ·

Learn some
manners·
'·

The Ford African American
Recruitment Group is offering a
seminar on buliding resumes,
business etiquette ancl business
attire on Friday, Feb. 23, from 6 8 p.m. The seminar will be held
in the Schott Multipurpose Room
and is sponsored by BSA and
Career Services.
·

Don't forget your
glass slipper·
Residence Hall Association is
sponsoring a trip to the Aronoff
to see Cinderella on Tuesday, Feb.
27. Buses are available and will
leave Bellarmine Circle at 6:30
p.m. Call RHA at 745-8003 for
more information.

Writers wanted
· · ·Anyone interested in writing .
stories for The Newswire is wC!come to stop by the Publications
House o.n Thursdays at 7:30 p;rri ..
for newsroom meetings, For more
· information,. call Melissa' at :145~

3122.
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NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY.JACKSON GOODNIGHT

Junior Danielle Langfield (left) and Rev. James Mccann, SJ. denounce capital.punishrpent ~u~ing a forum on !uesday in Kelley··
Auditorium. The forum was sponsored by Students for Life as part ~f Life Week activities. · · · · ·
·
· · ·· · ·

. •.

Pros, cons of the death penalty debated
BY MELISSA MOSKO

'7 can- reconcile my beliefin 'the death
. On. Tuesday night, Xavier students and faculty from the criminal .penalty with my beliefin the sacredness of
justice and political science depart·human life. "
ments, along with Tom Mugavin, ·
Asst. Campus News Editor

deputy warden of Kentucky State ·
Reformatory, formed a panel to dis- :
cuss the issue of capital punishment.
The panel was sponsored by Students for Life.
should be. willing to ·~pull the
"This is not a country club," switch" themselves.
Mugavin said. "We operate on a
The panelists in favor of capital
fine continuum .between the coun- punishment were · Dr. Ron
try club lifestyle and inhumane Springman of the criminal justice
treatment of pi-isoners," he said.
department and senior Ryan Day.
"If you take drugs, sex and alcoRev. James McCann, S;J~. from
hol away, almost everyone can get the political science department
along," he said.
and chair of the Peace Studies
In regards to capital punishment, . Committee and junior Danielle
Mugavin. pointed out the punish- Langfield spoke on the panel
ment is applied very rarely, and the .against the death penalty.
appeal process takes on average 15
"lam adevout Catholic, but my
years to complete.
position on capital punishment re"There are thousands of con- mains firm," Springman said. "I can
victed criminals that have been sit- reconcile my belief in the death
ting on death row for over 10 years," penalty with my .belief in the sahe said.
credness of human life."
Mugavin's personal belief is
McCann
agreed·
with
that if someone is for the institu- Springman. "Issues such as these
tion of capital punishment, they reflect who we are as a society and

- Dr. Ron Springman,
criminal justice department

who yo.uareas.a person," he said.
McCami quoted Pope John
Paul II, "We should resist the culture of death, and stand firmly on
the side of life.
"We, as a society, need to break
the cycle of death and violence,
and not take one life for another,"
said McCann.
Day as.ked himself, "Do I believe that it is right to take the life
of one for the life of another?" His
answer was yes.
Day said the institution of
capital punishment protects the
life of man and affirms the sanctity of life. "By taking another's
life, one loses their own right to
life," he said.
Langfield disagreed with Day.
"At some point; society has to set

POliCeN•.

··.~.

an example," said Langfield.
"I believe we live in a society
of opportunity and second chance .
The death penalty doesn't go
along with that," she said.
· McCanri and Langfield gave
the example of Matthew Shepard's
father. Shephard was a Wyoming
college student who was inurdered
in 1997 because he was gay.
· After the incident, Shepard '.s father said he was against the death
penalty for the murderers of his
son. "It's time to show mercy to
those who don't show any," quoted
. Langfield of Shepard's father. ·
Springman and Day noted that
even in a fair and accurate system,
many of those who are truly guilty
go free.
"We can't control murderers
who have escaped from loopholes
in our system," Springman said.
"It's time to embody the ideas
of forgiveness and mercy, and put
aside revenge and retribution,"
Langfield said.

someone entered her room and
stole tier wallet. She suspected the
wallet was stolen between 10:30
· . p;m. andS ~.m. on Feb. 10.

Tuesday; F~f>.:l3; between 2 ·•
a.m.and ll:~o·a.m. ~·.A.ve~
hide· was .broken foto·.in tile.
Cohen C~hter patking lot:A
piayer and CDs were stolen froin
the ·vehicle>: ··· ·

co:·.

Pies
PLEASE!.. .
..
.'

1
·

. If you have any exciting,· fun,
interesting or crazy pictures please
submit them to The Newswire for
. Double Exposure. You can drpp
them off at the Publications House,· ·
or mail thein to ML 2129.

. . ..

~

. '.fhursday, Feb. ts~ ti4s p.m: ··

- :Asiucie'nt'On tile third floor;·::

ofBiienger}Iail· ·reportea that.
..
··:
•.';"::·.,;·::·'•:.,.:. ....
,'.,:.... ; ..·.
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HELP WANTED

THE CAMPUS NEWS

DEPARTMENT IS LOOKING FOR
NBVS MITEllS. . ·.

J.CREW
WAREHOUSE SALE
Feb. 28·-Mar. 4·
MOTIVATED WORKERS NEEDED

INTERESTED PARTIES SHOULD
ATTEND THE NEWS WRITERS~--·-· .:.
·. M~~T.INGs~~oN--TH·u·lfsDAvs--AT1 P~M~ AT THE PUBLICATIONS
HOUSE (3739 LEDGEWOOD ·FIRST HOUSE PAST THE CBA)-

Former Old Navy
Hyde Park Plaza
3808 Paxson Ave. ·
-· . ---- ·Cincilinati, OH 45209

· $7.50 PRHR
AM/P:M SHIFTS A VALIBLE
4 Hour Shifts

. FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL MELISSA AT 745-3122.

CALL (732) 974-4174.

18 & Up AH 3 Bars . · ·

FRI

THUR
···

SAT ~=~:~~:d~r:~::::

Forest Fair Mall 2nd Level Parking Garage·
3

All cover~l s~!cJai~~~~i~an~f*1~~:;~~~~~i~cretion

.

. .

.

·

·.

x

3

ONLY Friday &
Sa~urd,ay

..

_ - ___________________ DOORS OPEN AT 9PM

sloPB\'.tHE.POBLICATIO~SHOUSEi;OR

. :/A.N"APPLl~TH)N~ (3739 LEDGEWOOD)
· 'J~f·<<~'..:~L.\, ~ . · ·; ·:· · < .•·.·. : ::·.: · .. . · < ·. ·. · .·. .·
•'I.·
.:
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BY CHUCK FADELY, MIAMI HERALD

NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt, Sr. died when his car (#3) crashed during the final
lap of the Daytona 500 on Sunday. Earnhardt was going into the fourth and final
turn when his car collided with Kenny Schrader (#36). He sustained head injuries
and was taken to a local hospital where he was pronounced dead. Earnhardt was
a seven-time NASCAR Winston Cup champion who had won the Daytona 500 in
1998. He was 49 years old.

Clinton under fire for pardori
of fugitive financier Rich
BY MIKE DORNING
Chicago Tribune

WASHINGTON- Republican
congressional investigators were
unmoved Sunday by a newspaper
. opinion piece in which former
President Bill Clinton sought to
justify his controversial pardon of
fugitive finander Marc Rich.
In an article published Sunday
by The New York Times, Clinton
said he concluded that the charges
against Rich' should have been
handled through a civil lawsuit
rather than a criminal ·indictment.
He cited support for the pardon
from current and former Israeli government officials, as well as three
Republican attorneys, though the'
lawyers denied his portrayal.
Clinton called "utterly false"
charges that he pardoned Rich because of contributions the commodity trader's ex-wife, Denise
Rich, gave to the Democratic Party
and his presidential library. Denise
.Rich has donated more than $1
million to the Democratic Party and
$450,000 to Clinton's library.
GOP Sen. Arlen Specter, who has
led hearings on the pardon, said on
NBC's "Meet the Press" that
Clinton's explanation "leaves a lot
of unanswered questions."
"The American people want to
know why one of the most wanted
fugitives in the world was granted
a pardon," added Rep. Dan Burton
(R-Ind.), whose House Government
Reform Committee also is investigating the pardon. "This editorial
doesn't explain it," said Burton,
who appeared on CNN's "Late Edition."
Specter and Burton said Sunday they would continue their in_.
vestigations of the pardon. Mary
Jo White, the U.S. attorney in Manhattan, whose office originally indicted Rich, announced last week
that she was opening a criminal in-

vestigation into the circumstances Democratic Party. He said that during his last months in office, "many,
surrounding the pardon
Rich·, who was charged in 1983 ·many people called, wrote or came
v,1ith the largest tax evasion scheme . up to me asking that I grant or at
in U.S. history and with violating least consider granting clemency
sanctions against Iran while the in various cases." He said he turned
country held American hostages, down some pardo·n requests from
fled the country before his indict- friends and political contributors.
ment. He renounced his U.S. citiAn email message circulated
zenship and lives in Switzerland.
among representatives of Marc
Specter said Clinton did not ex- Rich that was released earlier tl)is
plain why he failed to consult pros- month describes a Jan. 10 converecutors before granting Rich a par- sation between Clinton and
don, which is Justice Department Dozoretz in which he expresses Sl_lpprocedure for handling pardon re- port for a pardon. According to the
quests. The president is not required email, Clinton also told her he was
trying to "turn around" Whi.te
to follow those procedures.
House lawyers who opposed Rich's
pardon, although Dozoretz has
since denied Clinton made that
statement.
However, former White House
Chief of Staff John Podesta said on
"Meet the Press" Sunday that he
argued against the pardon as did "a
number of [Clinton's] advisers."
Clinton wrote that "the case for
the pardon was reviewed and advocated" by three prominent Republican attorneys: Leonard Garment, a former White House aide to
President Richard Nixon; William
Bradford Reynolds, an assistant attorney general under President
- Rep. Dan Burton, Ronald Reagan; and Lewis Libby,
(R-Ind.) Vice President Dick Cheney's chief
of staff.
All three lawyers denied advocating a pardon for Rich, although
Clinton said in the article that each assisted Rich in his defense
he "was aware of and took into ac- against the indictment.
count the fact that" the prosecutors
Ga11up Po11 of greatest
would have opposed a pardon and
U.S. Presidents
believed he already had "the essential facts" on the case. He added
1. Ronald Reagan - 18%
that "in retrospect the process
2. John Kennedy- 16%
would have been better served" had
3. Abraham Lincoln - 14%
the prosecutors been consulted.
Clinton did not mention in the
4. Bill Clinton, Franklin
article his conversations with
Roosevelt, Harry Truman, George
Denise Rich or Beth Dozoretz, a
Washington, Jimmy Carter
former chief fundraiser for the

"The American
people want to know
why one ofthe most
wanted fugitives in
the world was
granted a pardon .
·This editorial doesn't
explain it."
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HEY SENIORSll
SENIOR

Remember when your mom used to tell you
to go to your room to do your homework? ...

ARNING"
t
·

BRICK• APPRECIATION. KICK-OFF
.. .

.·

.

MARDI GRAS PARTY
.

;

..'

.·

. at

·.

~

5

OUl'y

I U Orwon't 11o

.

The BRICKYARD
· 2038. Madison Road, O'Bryonville

On the other hand, he or she will be knowledgeable
in your subject area, and will help. you with study skills
including time management and motivation .

. TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27th

So you can tell yourself to go to your room

. 8:00 pm - midnight

and do your homework .
nd'next time mom calls, you'll already have.

Your $25.00* admission at the door includes:
• Personalized brick to be placed on re?idential mall
• 2 drink tickets, appetizers, and XU door prizes·

been there, done that
sign up tor a tutor in person at the

or ONLINE at

learning assistance center ·.

*Cash, check, or VISA/ Mastercard accept.ed.

first floor, kuhlman hall

745-3280

XU.edu/lac
.

WWW

Want to Fight? Are you
tough Enough? ORIGINAL
TOUGHMAN/WOMAN
CONTEST As seen on Fox's
FX Network!! CINCINNATI
GARDENS. Friday; March
16th and Saturday, March
17th, 8 PM. TO ENTER:
· 1-800 -99-TOUGH
www. tough man con test. com

Bus shuttles available from 7·:45 pm on from bottom of residential mall. ·

Can't make the party, but would like to purchase a Senior Brick, call the Office of
the Annual Fund x3573.

·oo
0

Off Campus Student
Housing
Available for the 2001-2002
School Year

All properties short walk to
campus!
1 and 2 bedroom apartments
Also: 3,4,5, and 6 bedroom
houses

Call 604-7152

We offer la test technology T anniil:g Beds.
Come in and experience the power of High Performance Tanning!

Relax

Look Great

-------~---~---------

:

:

Present this coupon and save

$5.000FF

Feel Good

--------------------Present this coupon and save

::

::

10%0FF

1 1

INTEGRITY. HONOR. TRADITION.

' any 1Ovisit package at regular
any lotion product at regular price.
: price with or without a facial tanner : : Valid with coupon only. Not valid
: Valid with coupon only. Not valid
1 :
with any other offer or coupon.
~ _ ~i~-a~y_o~h_:~o~f:_r~~c~~P_?~·- __: ~ ____________________1

·conveniently located minutes from Xavier in Mt. Lookout square.
From Xavier
we are located at 3195 Linwood Ave. Take Dana Ave cross over
Madison Rd. to Observatory. Take a right on Linwood Ave go ·
straight into Mt. Lookout square. We are behind one Eyed Jacks.
Pull in by CVS Pharmacy and go around the back of building.

(513) 871- ,0999
In Mt. lookout Square 31 95 Linwood A\'enue in rear of building

6
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·Giying so01etliing back
XAVIER.STUDENT-ATHLETES VENTURE INTO COMMUNITY SCHOOLS.TO SPEAKABOUTACADEMICS,EXCELLENCE
.

.

BY ERIN KATE RYAN
News Features Editor
"Making a difference" has long ·
been an abstractgoal found mostly
in college applications and mission
statements. For four XU athletes,
however, the abstract recently col~
lided with reality. Through Xavier's
CHAMPS/Life Skills program and·
the Cintas Team Spfrit Program,
sophomores Eric Greenwell: and
Tricia Ruszkowski and seniors Ed
Bongard and Annet~e Gruber visited two local schools - Bond'Hill
Academy and Bur~on Elementary
--: to speak to 40 school children .
about striving for excellence.
- The athletes were chosen to
speak b~cause of theirstrorig lead~
ership qualities and because their
sports --: baseball and women's
soccer - are currently out of season. The students they spoke t9;
. ranging· from grades 2 to 8, were
chosen from ainong their classmates

-

.

PHOTO COURTESY OF XAVIER UNIVERSITY

on the basis of academic effort,
Baseball player Eric Greenwell a·nd women's soccer player Trida Ruszkowski visited Bond Hill Academy on Friday, Jan. 19 to speak ·
good citizenship and athletic in- · with students as part of the CHAMPS/Life Skills program and the Cintas Team Spirit Program.·
terest.
·
·
·
,
.
.
"[Baseball team captain] Ed be an athlete in college," said Bond important because the mission Academy students to attend Satur- basketball game," said Bill Goetz;
[Bongard] and l spoke at Burton Hills Academy Principal Thomas statement of CHAMPS/Life Skills day ball games, receive free T-sh_irts Cintas Corporation's vice president .
Elementary on Feb. 9 about quali- Boggs.
fits perfectly with the Jesuit mis~ ·. and be publicly recognized during of marketing and merchandising.
"We hope that this program and the
ties such as leadership, teamwork .
Xavier's CHAMPS/Life Skill sion at Xavier. Secondly, it helps the first halfof the game.
and' academics - areas we think program has been in existence for our 11tudent-athletes to develop
"It was a wonderful opportunity visit by the Xavier athletes will inare really important," said Gruber, five years, since the NCAA's man- into more well-rounded citizens."
to be able to recognize the students spire the students to continue to
The Cintas Team Spirit Program for their continuous efforts at achieve in school."
captain of the women's soccerteam. date that all Division I institutions
''It. was definitely.a_ re\Va~c!.ir.g
·"I think the kids really enjoyed it. begin the program. "There _are. two!- . b~ffll ~ith this basketball s~ason. school," said. PhilJip Wyley, princi-.
The talk gave them an opportunity · . reasons thaHhe CHAMPS/Life · Tfie program offers 25 comphinen~ · >:pai'at Burton Elementary.: :: · ·· . · ;-· · experience for"jiiei' ·§aid Griiber; 1 ~1t
"The Cintas Team Spirit Pro- was a nice chance to talk to young
to look at their own futures and see Skills. program is .important to .. ta~Ytickets to Xavier's men's home .
what they can strive for." .
Xavier's student athletes," said basketball games to area youth or~ · gram focuse_s
reaching ·out to kids - to take what I've learned
"The students were very_excited Scott Swain, men's cross country. gailiz'ations. Its partnership with .children who might not have"tfi~ ·thrcrngh soccer ~nd academics at
to talk with their role models and coach· and the coordiriator of the·· CftAMPS1fjfe ~il,l.(allmy~d tqe opportunity to see firsthan~·_the exc_ Xavier and shar~ it with the com~
to hear firsthand \vha~ it is like .to p~ogram on Xav!er's ~amptis . "W,s Burton El~~~~ and Bon~,~ill~,. citem~nt an4 energy of a:,Xavier. m.~nity.'.~
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BABY FACES FOOL YOll: MIKE KOHLBECKER
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Rock the cradle of love
'

BY ERIN KATE RYAN
News Features Editor. · . ·
"I'm gonna be a rock star. Did·
you know that?" asked Diversions
editor Mikey Kohlbecker. What'll
his stage name be? "It doesn't matter. I'm gonna be famous."
This junior advertising major
will soon be busy trying to phase
the '80s glam rock back into the
mainstream. "I'm gonna have back-..
stage parties tharll put M.ottey
Crue to shame. My. 'Behind· the
Music' will make my parents cry,"
he said.
· · ···
Until that great day when YHl
gives Kohlbecker the attention he ·
deserves, he'll pacify himself with
his two great passions: slasher
flicks and Reese Witherspoon.
"I've got this odd fascination
with '80s horror movies," he admitted. "I really like the fourth, fifth
and sixth in the 'Friday the 13th'
series. They got really creative with
the death scenes."
Wholly unrelated to death
scenes is his obsession with Reese ·
Witherspoon. "As seen in 'Cruel In-

.
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Right_on .th.e./nqs¢ .·

.

_

BY ERIN KATE RYAN
coti\dn'Jmak~ th~ time committentions,'. not as seen married to When they aren't threatening each
News. Feat1ires 'Editor
ment.'thi'~ rnisged opportunity has
Ryan Phillipe," he explained.
other with wedgies, Kohlbecker, left,
"The word 'like' canriotaccu-· . and· Faust; right, give the Diversions
Assistant Diversions editor not th'warted Fau.~t's aspirations of
rately capture how I feel about her section its own. unique flair.
Brian Faust couid ha.ve bee!'! a stardom. "Mybiggest dream is to
... Jeez, I'm such a
.---.,---,..-,-,.,,.,,.,,.--...,.-,---.,,.--, star. "I was walk~
be inMikey!s [KohlbeckerJband,"
dork,"
said
lng through a he !)aid w,\th'a ·tear. in his eye.
Kohlbecker.
m'all in Toronto
if Mikey won't have him as a
"I'm just glad
··
and this guy.Jµ~.t :·myJnber, perhaps Faust could r:ise
that she doesn't
·walked up to me · to fame as a side show act: "The
live around here,"
and asked if I Amazing Brian and his Travelling
he confessed.
wanted to be an Schnozz."
"'Cuz then I'd be
. · extra.inaSteven
"Yeah, I've brokt'.n my nose so
stalking her, and
· '!SegA'{ in'ovie,"
many times .thatJ can:mcive it across
that'd just be
explained Faust.
my face," Fau'st said. "It's not rebad."
. . Alas, as the ally even attached a:nymore."
:Whi_le this disjointed feat may
was, on .spring giv~ onlookers bad dreams, they
break, : Faust •· could be nothing compared to the
recurring nightmares from which
Faust himself suffers.
"I have this dream that Donny
Osmond is standing at the foot of
my bed· ... dressed like Ronald
McDonald," he confessed. "He's
just lurking in the shadows, staring at me." Could it be because his
nose has lodged itself above his
left eyebrow?
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MOLLY MCHENRY -HIJ~ THE BOOKS WHILE REMAINING -DEDICATED TO SERVING HER COMMUNITY
BY MELISSA CURRENCE· Campus News Editor

Armed with the hip~~op group
Gang Starr's Mor/'lent of Truth album, a bicycle, lots, of Biology
books and Flaming Hot Cheetos,
Molly McHenry is surviving her·
freshman year at Xavier.
But McHenry took a year off
before starting college.
"It was the best decision l ever
made," she said. McHenry worked
as an Americorps volunteer at the
Nativity Literacy Center in Price
Hill. Her subject was math and her
mission was to help students receive their GEDs.
"I was stressed out 40 percent of
the time and laughing the-other 60·
percent," she recalled.
She was also in charge of students who were expelled from· Cincinnati Public Schools and worked
at the center.
"I had lots of conversations with_
them and we had so much in common. It was great to find out we
could talk and laugh even though I
didn't grow up or live where they :
lived," said McHenry.
McHenry spent her first nine
years in the small town of
Blancester, Ohio. She· moved to

·A):-.

Cincinnati and went to Walnut ~yra's Dionysus in Clifton 15
Hills High School.
hours a. week.
- "I painted my fingernails
"When I get good grades, I preblack, and I was artsy. It made tend I' II be a doctor. When I get
bad grades, I pretend I'll be a lab
" me feel better about life because
I was on the verge," McHenry technician," said McHenry.
Another passion of McHenry's
joked.
But McHenry did use her time
is biking. "I like pushing myself
in high school for ·soccer and
to a point where I'll either throw
track. She was also co-president
up or pass out," she mused. The -_
most McHenry has biked is 180
for her school's service program.
miles along the Potomac River in
"I .would bribe the people with
Peeps to get them to come on SatMaryland. She .has ridden the
urday mornings."
· American- Lung Association bike
ride in Ohio that was 150 miles and
While being an Americorps
volunteer last year, ~cHenry
plans to do the AIDS ride in Washington, D.C., this summer.
also was a ReSTOC intern.
ReSTOC is an Over-The-Rhine
She rides to her father's house
housing agency that provides in Blancester from Hyde Park. "I
apartments to low-income tenhave almost been hit by cars twice
ants. "The best thing about beriding to Blanchester. Those driving a [ReSTOC] intern was deers aren't kidding around," said
veloping friendships \\'.ith amazMcHenry.
.
McHenry has three brothers and
ing people who were aiso interns," she said.
two sisters and is the second
youngest child in their family.
But now, .McHenry, a com"My brothers have a dramatic efmuter, is hitting the books hard
fect on my smart-ass ways," she said.
for her Xavier classes. She is carrying 1i credit hours this semes- But her brothers would be happy _
ter, including Biology and Calthat their sister is surviving well at
NEWSb"WIREI PHOTO BY MEdLISSAhCURRENCE culus. "I don't really have time
Xavier, even if she doesn't admit
10
t
foranythingelse,"sheexplained.
to eating as many Flaming Hot
But she does work as a server at . Cheetos as they know she does.

.
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MCHenry, a OVe, enjoys I mg,

smaller things in life.
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Student apathy peaks
As usual this time of year, as- information tables' or hand out pampiring student politicians jockey phlets. The old University Center, the
for the SGA executive positions'. symbolic heart of campus is at the
This year, however, there is only moment~ muddy hole in the ground,
one ticket running for these posi- and we all know the Cintas Center
tions. Barring a grassroots write- doesn't 'want our student signs clutin campaign, there is little reas'on tering up its precious cafeteria. The·
for students to vote in these elec- fact that the Sign Crew is missing in
tions. While the members of the action pales in light of the fact there
only official ticket could hardly is nowhere to hang a sign.
Of course, no one is expecting a
be faulted for it, this situation
points to a greater problem on new student union to appear overcampus - that of student apathy. night, but the fact that students have
Before pointing accusatory nowhere to gather (and Cintas is
fingers at the students themselves, hardly a substitute, seeing as it is obwe at The Newswire examined viously not here for the students, at
why students would be so unwill- least not the ones who don't play .basing to participate in student mat- ketball) speaks volumes about this
ters, like campaigning for the university.
When we were freshmen, we were
SGA executive positions. It is
quite possible students don't care all told Xavier's small size was an
because they feel they are not be- . advantage because of the personal
ing taken seriously- we have re- attention we would receive and the
ceived several letters in this genuine concern Xavier ·had for ;ts
school year expressing the con- ·students, who were definitely more
sensus that no oneis listening to than just faceless numbers. Instead
of a warm handshake, students feel a
student complaints.
Are students not going through · collective cold shoulder. If Xavier
the proper channels to have wants to be run like a business, maybe
changes made? If not, do these they have a right to do so, but it is
channels exist and are they easily clearly wrong to lead prospective stuaccessible? If students feel that no dents to believe Xavier is anything
one in the higher levels of this other than what it really has become.
It has come to our attention that
university is interested in them or
what they have to say, then why the mythical Board of Trustees is
the heck should they vote in elec- · meeting this week, and what better
tions, attend functions or even . time could there be for Xavier's highcome back for another semester? est level to show the concern the stuAnother problem here which dents feel is sorely lacking? Could it
is contributing to situ~tions like be any clearer? This is Xavier's
this election fiasco is the fact that golden opportunity to answer count-·
a real exchange of information less criticisms and requests· of stu~
among students is impossible dents orto ignore the pleas of its true
with the state of campus - there constituents once again.
is no University Center to set up
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Parking committee responds
To expediently address issues
and concerns related to parking at
Xavier, the University Parking
Committee has established an email
account for students, faculty, staff,
alumni and friends.
At
parking@xu.edu, messages received will be reviewed by members of the parking committee dur~
ing the regular monthly meeting.
The University Parking Com. mit'tee is a representative body of
stuCferits, faculty and staff. The
committee's charge is to make recommendations on the establish' ment of policies, procedures and
fees regarding ·p~~king on campus
to the vice pr(fsident for Student
. Developme.qt. Wiembership con- ·
sists of twa 'facility, two administrators, two supp.art staff members
and two students.
The chief of Campus Police, director of the Physical Plant and the
committee chair function as
exofficio, the non-voting staff to the
parking committee. Appointments·
are through the Office of the President upon recommendations by the
Faculty Committee for faculty
membership, the Student Government Association for student membership and Human Resources for
support staff and administrator
membership.
In the past three to five years,
parking at Xavier has changed dramatically. In light of the changes
and resulting challenges, the University Parking Committee has diligently worked to consider the needs
and desires of the various constituencies who park at Xavier. In the

spirit of fairness, the committee
makes its recommendations based
on discussion and consensus of the
representative, voting body.
Listed below is a sampling of
some recent changes to improve
parking at Xavier:
1. Available parking for normal
student usage ~as doubled in the
past two years from 1,000 to 2,000
spaces .
2. An evening campus shuttle service was established in 1996 to
transport members of the Xavier

"The Committee's
charge is to make.
recommendations on
the establishment of
policies, procedures,
and fees regarding
parking on-campus to
the Vice President for
Stude~t

Development. "
community safely about campus
and into surrounding neighborhoods
and an on-campus daytime shuttle
services was added in January 2000.
3. Emergency phones are strategically placed on Xavier-owned
parking lots.
4. Parking lots are well lighted.

5. New parki.ng lots have been
constructed.
6. Additional parking spaces
have been added to restricted lots
whi,ch frees up spaces in unre- .
stricted areas on campus (e.g.,
Xavier Village).
7. To compensate for the loss of
the Brockman lot (restricted to faculty/staff) alternative faculty/staff
lots have been identified and designated. Spaces .in. the.se Jots 1.1,n~
fortunately are not equivalent to the
Brockman lot.
8. With theopeningoftheCintas
Center, 1,400 convenient parking
spaces close to the center of campus have been designated for commuter students and 600 spaces were
designated for resident students.
9. Schiff Family Conference
Center reserved space~ have been.
significantly reduced from approximateiy 220 to 100 spaces.
·
If you have constructive comments, questions or concerns about
parking at Xavier, the University
Parking Committee encourages
you to send an email message to
parking@xu.edu.
In addition, there is an opening
on the University Parking Committee for a student representative for
the remainder' of this academic
year. If you are interested in filling this opening, please contact Jeff
Pugh, SGA president, at 745-4249.
Thank you.
- Luther G. Smith, Ph.D.
Executive Director for Student
Services and University Parking
Committee Chair
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Honors Council couldn't refuse
As any regular reader of these
pages knows, there are growing
complaints about the plan to place
freshman Honors students in
B,uenger Hall next year. The student body does deserve to have
this decision explained to them,
and I would like to clear up a few
misperceptions.
Th.ose who attended the forum
in Buenger two weeks ago have
heard already how the Honors Program came to "take over" the
Buenger basement. Please bear
with me while I repeat the chain
of events for those who did not
att~nd. With.the demolition of the
University Center, Campus Police
needed to be relocated. The original ideas would have cost tens of
thousands of dollars because of the
alarm system wiring. The old
Honors House, however, was easy
- to convert. We were offered several other houses in return. However, none of them worked for reasons ranging from the fact that one
had been promised to students as
housing this year to one not having a single room large enough to
serve as a classroom.
Finally we were offered the
basement of Buenger. Believe me,
we were nothappy with this option. But the Honors faculty decided a basement was better than
nothing, so they accepted. W~en
the students returned in August,
we found a decent approximation
of our beloved house, thanks to
some dedicated and creative faculty.
Then, last semester, members
of the administration from the division of student development approached the Honors Program its faculty and the student Honors
Council - with the idea to create
an Honors Center. Buenger was
chosen because the Honors
Lounge was already there. The
administration identified such a
center as something that can both

attract more students and raise
Xavier's ranking . nationally.
Schools across the nation. are creating such centers for their honors
programs; it apparently is becoming something of a standard for top
academic institutions.
Honors Council looked very
hard at this offer. We had many
concerns. We discussed several of
the more serious issues with the faculty and administration. However,
with the Honors faculty feeling very
strongly that no one turns down an

''IfXavier's
academic ranking
goes up, it will
benefit every
graduate, not just .
those with
''Scholars" or "HAB"
on their diplomas: "
offer of space at this school because
the option will never be presented
again, the decision was made to
place freshmen in Buenger next
year.
Which brings me to the
misperceptions expressed in these
pages in the past (ew weeks. Zak
Wernecke asked "what makes the
Honors Program think they are going to fill Buenger next year?" We
don't, not for a moment. We don't
have the numbers. We think, based
on very preliminary numbers, that
about a third of the building's residents will be non-honors students.
Additionally, Wernecke writes,
"Buenger is a sophomore dorm, not
a freshman dorm." Actually, when
it was built it was intended as housing for juniors and seniors .. One can

imagine the uproar a few years ago
when the administration decided to
put sophomores in it.
Honors Council shares both
Lou Meyer's and Wernecke's concern over the lack of communication on this issue. Dorm residents,
through RHA, should have been
consulted. However, attacking the
Honors Program for not "offi~
cially" informing students is unfair. After all, consultation and
notification regarding such housing issues is a Residence Life concern.
They chose, appare~tly.,:)~9,
make the official announcement of
these plans at the Buenger forum
two weeks ago and to publish the
details in their housing information
that they distribute tp students each
year.
Change is inevitable at a university. Whatever we may think of the
plans, the administration is trying
to raise the standard at Xavier.
ff Xavier's academic ranking
goes up, it will benefit every graduate, not just those with "Scholars"
or "HAB" on their diplomas. Every one will benefit from additional
speakers and guest lecturers. I understand students' concerns about
their housing options next year.
(As someone who did not have the
opportunity to live in Buenger due
to abysmal lottery numbers, I can
offer the consolation that not living there sophomore year is not
nearly as bad as it appears.) I also
understand the concerns over communication with the administration, as I share them. However, I
also 'Want the student body to realize that the Honors Program did not
actively lobby for such an arrangement. It was offered to us; we
weren't about to turn it down ..
-

Danielle Langfield
Class of '02
President, Honors Council

AHOY MATEYS, IF YOU DON'T SEND
US LETTERS WE'LL MAKE YOU WALK
THE PLANK.
(OKAY, WE ·AREN'T REALLY PIRATES, BUT WE· ..
.
HAD TO TRY IT.) .
.
Email us: OPEDNEWSWIRE@HOTMAIL.COM
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Labor rights group
demands ·justice
As I read last week's Newswire, faith Committee on Worker Justice,
a glaring headline jumped out at representing many religions, also
me. "Protestors demand unioni.za~. expresses their support of workers'
tion" seems to shout from the hill- rights. Ifwe deny the right of work-·
tops that a union is necessary in our ers to organize, we are denying
very own Cintas Center. However them the ability to bring dignity to
as a member of the Labor Rights their work.
This is a valid and important isCommittee, a group of students and
faculty on campus that has been dis- sue at Xavier. If the administration
cussing labor issues the entire year, claims· to honor the new call to jusI would like to clarify the nature of tice in Jesuit education, they must
the protest and the movement.
honor this movement to bring jusFirst of all, the Labor Rights tice to the Sodexho Marriott workCommittee did not plan the protest. ers. The workers are part of the
Although some students who are on Xavier community. For many of us,
the committee were involved with they provide friendly smiles and
the protest, the protest was not warm hellos that help get us through
sponsored by the committee. The our days. They do their work by fillNewswire article also seemed mis- ing our bellies with nutritional food
leading in its headline,"Protestors so that we may fill our minds.
demand unionization."
Shouldn't we use those very minds
The students - - - - - - - - - - - - - to open our eyes
and
faculty
and think about
members in"~call
a critical situavolved with the
tion that affects
committee are.
thelivelihoodof
not declaring
workers
at
the·· need for.
t
Xavier?As stu-

on the
Xavier communi-ty to
h
h ,.{:'
support e rig,. ts.OJ
the Sodexho Mar.riott
workers."

completeunion·dentsataninstitution that calls
ization among
thecafeteriaand
foi- justice, is it
catering worknot our obligaers employed by
- - - - - - - - t ion to support
Sodexho Marriott. What we are ad- their right to vote on unionization?
Many might say the cafeteria
vacating, with the support of Xavier
administration, is that Sodexho workers appear to have good relaMarriott workers have a right to tionships with the management, but
choose a union in an environment they do not know whether or not
free of harassment. We are support- the workers need a union. Justice
ing the workers' rights to have a involves allowing people to make
card-check ..neutrality agreement decisions for themselves. As.people
signed. This agreement would de- who are trying to enable justice, we
clare the decision regarding union- support the right of Sodexho
ization to belong entirely to the Marriott workers to make the deci~
workers free from harassment from. sion about unionization fo a neuboth the management and the union tral environment, free from harassorganizers. Over 35 faculty mem- ment We call on the Xavier combers at Xavier have also signed. a munity to support the rights of the
petition stating they agree with the Sodexho Marriott workers:
·
card-check neutrality agreement
that gives workers the choice.
- Claire Mugavin, Fr.
Catholic Social Teaching supBenjamin Urmston,S.J., Chris
ports the dignity of human work bePenna, .Kate Middleton, Tony
cause it is the product of human
Steiritz, Katie Kasten, Jon Trauth,
persons. As human persons we are
Kerry Ryan, Dr. Marie Giblin,
Brendan Goodwin, William T. Re
made in God's image, and therefore, our work should be completed
Secretary of the Cincinnati
and honored with dignity. However,
Interfaith Committee for Worker
the support of workers' rights has
Justice, Ad.amCalinger, Tom
an interfaith dimension. The InterHayes
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Finally, after a semester and a
half, the Love Dog has received a
hate letter. Perhaps hate is too harsh
of a word. I think the phrase "unbelievably livid response" is closer .
to being accurate. After all, accuracy is what the Love Dog is all
about. The Love Dog would never
blatantly say something that is
known to be completely and totally
off-base.
Last week the. Love Dog was
mailed a vicious reponse to the col. umn of Jan. 24 entitled "Love her
little insecurities." In this article,
the Love Dog received a Jetter from
aJguy :.vho wanted some advice
convinelng his girlfriend that she
really was a cutie. It seemed that
he wanted her to understand that he
found all of her beautiful, even
those parts of her that she felt negatively about.
The Love Dog advised the guy
to compliment his girlfriend in order to help her realize that she was
indeed attractive and that her socalled "flaws" were not blemishes
in the mind of her boyfriend.
Ms. Ran found, by my count,
two egregious flaws in said column.
The first was with my statement,
99 percent of women, .no matter
what they look like, or how smart
they are or how great their personalities are, are incredibly sensitive
about their looks. (The other 1 percent are just too conceited to waste
any time caring what we think.)"
First off, I have full confidence that
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most people understood that the fictional numbers of 99 percent and 1
percent were .intended to represent
the majority and minority. I was trying to reinforce the point that many,
if not most, women are sensitive to
their physical looks. Also; the one
percent that are conceited? I think
we all know girls that treat guys like
crap when they attempt to compliment them.
The next error that Ms. Ran was

Love everything
about her. Love the
things she loves and
hates, her confidences
and her insecurites.
quick to pbirit out .was that, apparently, I made the claim that women
were only valuable for their physical looks. She writes, "Women
have much more value than their
looks. Any woman or man who
does not realize that needs to wake
up."
Women are just as capable as
men and should have every right
extended to them that is extended
to the male gender. In fact, it is because I feel that women have much
more value than their looks that I
stated in my article "that society
places a role on women of what the
'perfect' woman looks like. Now,

G

as you, me and the rest of the world
knows and understands, that's
pretty much b.s."
I just stated that the media imposes an unfair portrait of women.
Do you, can you, possibly. want to
argue this with me? Every day we
as humans are bombar.ded with over
400 advertisements a day. One in
11 of these deals directly with
beauty (Silverstein, Peterson, Perdue & Kelly, 1986). This is not even
counting indirect ads.
Don't try to tell me that I'm
judging women on their looks
alone. I will be the first to take up
a. banner and march with you for
women's rights, anti-discrimination, etc. I firmly believe that
. women should be judged according to their brain not their bra size.
The questidn I was responding
to wasn't about that. Judging
women on their intellect had nothing to do with the letter. I was,
above everything else, telling this
guy fo love his girlfriend for all of
her. He wanted to rriake his girJc ·
friend realize that he found everything about her beautiful.
Love everything about her. Love
the things she loves and hates, her
confidences and her insecurites.
Because folks, love iS about loving
the whole of that person, not just
bits and pieces.
This is the Love Dog, reinforcing the fact that love encompasses
both the mental and the physical.
Be well; I'll talk to you next w'eek.

New SGA ticket annoullced to fight for the right to party
Leghorn: Look's like I missed
something.
·
Chopstick: Yeah, you did. Chief'
Couch found out about our party.
We're all officially fined.
Leghorn: They fined us? That
makes sense.
Mothball: Hey, what's all this
lying around crap?
Cornflake: War's over man.
Couch dropped the big one.
Mothball: What? Over? Did you
say "over?" Nothing is over until
we decide it is!
Mothball: And it ain'tover now.
When the going gets tough, the
tough get going. Who's with me?
What happened to the Delta I used
to know? Where's the spirit? This
could be the greatest time of our
lives, but you're going to let it be

the worst. I'm not going to take Cincinnati complimented us on
this!
once again keeping the party unLeghorn: Mothball is right der control. Nonetheless, Chief
psychotic - but absolutely right. Couch conducted an investigation
We've got to take these guys. Now, and we were charged with disrewe could fight them with conven- spect for ourselves and for others.
tional weapons, but that could take More precisely, we were busted for
years and cost millions of lives. But underage consumption. We ·ex. no, in this case I think we need to plained we would accept responsigo all out. I think this situation re- bility for our actions, yet no symquires a reallyfutile and stupid ges- pathy was shown.
ture be done on somebody's part.
Initially, we decided we would
Mothball: And we're just the appeal on three accounts: 1) We
guys to do it.
were unjustly denied the right to go
Chopstick: Let's do it.
before a judicial review board, and
The above is a dramatization of instead met only with Chief Couch
what took place after being fined and Dr. Luther Smith. 2) We were..
for our most recent party. Despite not presented all police documenwhat the Police Notes said, our tation and evidence to be use~
party was never broken up by . against us prio~ to our hearing. 3)
Xavieror CinCinnati Police. In fact, Witnesses' identities were hidden

from us. 4) Chief Couch requested
student employees of Campus Police to sign statements incriminating us, and we believe that one was
in fact used in our hearing. Purely
unethical.
·
We are not bad people. As always we took every precaution we
felt was necessary. There are underage students consuming alcohol
at any college party anywhere in
America, and everyone who throws
a party realizes the risks. But in this
case, the powers that be went out of
their way to get us. Not only that,
but they broke the Student Handbook, their own policies, which are
legally binding for the university
just as much as they are to the students.. We could have appealed, and
may ha've won. :we c~~ld have

taken our case to court, and would
have won. But that is not our style.
We refuse to accept this, and
vow never to allow any such injustice to happen again. "This situation absolutely requires a really futile and stupid gesture be done on
somebody's part." We are officially
running for SGA. Write in Mike
Ennis for President, Devlin Kane
for Legislative Vice.President (LVP)
and Drew Barnette for Administrative Vice President (AVP). It's time
someone with some authority
fought for student rights.
Unlike Chief Couch's star witness, I will not remain anonymous.
- Mike Ennis, on behalf of
residents of ~25·Marion Aye.
.. Class of '02
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. x~~ier,:University's
· Department of Hunian Resources and
·
Diversity Development
·.

·Thinking of buying

.a fur coat
. or a fur collar?

Presents a Performance of:

You may_ want to think again.

Ka.ren Patterson
Cellist and· tecturer
· Strength of Community Series:
u AProgression
·African American Music
and Culture"

of

Monday,. February 26; 2001 • 1:00 p.m .•
· · BeHarmine Chapel ·
Xavier Campus
Hear the musical artistry of cellist Karen Patterson when she presents an entertaining and
educational program titled "A Progression of African American Musi.c and Culture."
The program is being present~d as part of the Strength of Community Series sponsored
by Xavier's Department of Human Resources and Diversity Qevelopment.
Ms. Patterson draws on poetry, art, dance and ryistoryto tell t_he story of African American·
. culture - how it evolved and how It is refl~cted through ·the various musical art forms.

Ms. Patterson began her cello studies in an experimental $Choo! at the age of eight. She
earned an undergraduate degree from Ohio University and a gradu'ate degree from Antioch
International University. Her performances take her around the world to locations such as
Budapest, Hamburg, Rio de Janeiro. Geneva and many regions of the United States
This program promises to be very entertaining and exciting and. is free of charge '!.We
would like to encourage you to bring the entire family .... young and old. · ·
,n
For further information please contact Xavier University's Department of Human Resources

and Diversity Development at 745-3632.

·

Showing the award-winning film
"The Witness"
and other films on protecting
animals.
$5.00 for
. students
includes vegan
hors d' oeuvres

Marchl8
3:30-5:30
Carnegie Center
3738 Eastern Ave.

Sponsored by
. The Animal Rights Community (ARC)
542-6810

-·sP~CIAL:TH~NI($.:··

·to••tttQSE . WH·o.\IVROJE'lETTERS; .
..· ·. rci'rli·E 'ol>-el"J s.l:cr1·0N~.· .: .
·. Keep the first amend11lenf~livel

.' SEND'US YOURTHO.UGHTS.
·· .· ANrJ'.Goo: BLESS! _; ·. · ·.
: .\;

"· .. . .

.·

·:'·•

.

... ··.·

·.·

.•,-

•';·· ·..1.::

Thinki~

of tunning·for

Student Senate?
A,.,.EHD A STUDENT SENATE

IN FOM RATION SESSION

-

SUNDAY, fBBRUARY 26 S:OO PM AND 8:00 PM
MON DAY, FBBRUARY 26 8:30 PM

Tu ISDAY~ flBRUARY 27 1:00 PM
ALL Gl\N.DfDATBS· MUST ATTBND CN B IN flCaRMATION SBSSION TO B 8 E!L.IGIBL.B.
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Muskies drop .opening ·series
·Bas:eball drops three close game~ to Au$tin Peay on road

A-lOWrap

BY ANTHONY MOSKO.

St. Bonaventure's junior
guard J.R. ~remer, picked up
this week's Player-of-the-Week
after averaging 25.5 points per
game in two games last week.
En route to his first Player-ofthe-Week award, Bremer scored
· 23 points, grabbed six rebounds
and handed out seven assists in
the Bonnies' victory over La
Salle. In the team's other game
of the week, SB U fell to
Duquesne despite Bremer's 28
points.
Dayton's Ramod Marshall
also was a first-time winner this
week as he was named the A-10
Rookie-of-the-Week. The 6-2
freshman from Charlotte scored
21 of his career-high 23 points
in the second half in leading the
Flyers to an 82-79 victory over
GW in UD's only game of the
week.
Last Monday, Rhode Island
head coach Jerry DeGregorio
announced his resignation effective at the end of this season.
DeGregorio has led the Rams to
a pathetic 10-44 record during
his two seasons in Kingsport.
With four games left on its
schedule, St. Joe's appears to be
the frontrunner for the top seed
in the conference tournament.
This week the Hawks travel to
Dayton to face the Flyers ·and
then face crosstown rival La Salle .
on the road.
Several other men's 'teams
will try to improve upon their
overall record in the next two
weeks in order to get consideration for a possible NIT bid.
Dayton (16-9) and Temple (1512) look to be locks for the NIT,
while UMass (11-12) and SBU
(15-9).probably need a few more
wins to be considered.
Xavier's Jen Phillips picked
up this week's .women's A-10
Player-of~the-Week award.
Rhode. Island's Shayla
Johnson .nabbed her first
Rookie-of-the-Week award after
helping the Rams split thefr two
games this past week. In URI's
loss to St. Bonaventure, Johnson
poured in a career-high 21 points
and then added 12 points and six
rebounds in the team's overtime
victory over Temple.
.The A-10 now has the nation's
top two assist leaders as St. Joe's
Angela Zampella has moved
into second place with 8.5 apg,'
right behind XU's Reeta Piipari
<8 ·8 apg).
-Matt Miller

Austin Peay started their seasciri
right by sweeping the Musketeers ·
in a three game series at Austin
Peay State. Xavier juniors Greg
Wiggers and Matt Raih and senior
Jeff Barger each earned their first
loss of the season 5-3, 4-3 and 2- •
l, respectively.

Swimmers finish
strong at A-lOs
The Xavier swim team ended
their season in spectacular fashion as. both the men's and
women's squads earned school
record finishes at the Atlantic 10
Championships this past weekend. The women moved up to
sixth place and the men's team
took seventh in the conference.
During the weekend, XU received five top three performances from their swimmers.
-Joe Angolia
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Sports Writer

AUSTIN PEAY 5, XAVIER 3
In the first game on Saturday,
the Governors got their year started .
with a two-run first inning to sub-.
. due the Musketeers, 5-3, in. both
teams' 2001 opener.
Wiggers (0-1) was touched for
three hits in the bottom of the first,
thanks to the Governors' D.W.
Blakeman and Ben Fuller who
each had an RBI single.
Sophomore Eric Greenwell :
drew a leadoff walk in the fourth .
inning for the Musketeers. Freshman Alec Moss bunted to first, advancing Greenwell, and with one
out, senior Ty Brenning blistered
a ground ball that was mishandled
by an Austin Peay fielder, sending
Greenwell home safely for the
Musketeers' first run of the game. ·
When sophomore Mark Andres
popped out to right field, Brenning
was caught in a rundown, allowing Moss to score.
In the fifth inning, Austin Peay
added another run and two more
in the sixth to complete their offensive output of 11 hits off the
Xavier pitching staff.
Wiggers later gave way to senior Jared Cutter who pitched the
final inning and a third in relief.
The Musketeers threatened ·a
rally in the eighth, but were only
able to score one more run as the ·.
Governors' Stephen Pew picked up
the save to put Austin Peay at 1-0.
Andres led the Musketeers with
two hits while A.J. Ellis drove in
two doubles to lead the Governors.
AUSTIN PEAY 2, XAVIER 1
In the first game of Sunday's
doubleheader, Xavier scored first
in the fourth inning thanks to junior Ed Bongard's sacrifice fly that
scored Moss from third, making it
1-0.
Moss roped a single to the out-

I

second and giving Xavier a 1-0
lead.
The Musketeers added two more
. runs in the third inning. Junior
Lucas Dines walked and moved into
third .off of Greenwell's single.·
Dines later scored when sophomore
Ryan Schreen hit into a double play.
With two outs, Crandell doubled
and moved to third on another wild
pitch. When Brenning hit a ball that
. was bobbled by the outfielder, _
Crandell was able to score to make
· it 3-0 for Xavier.
In the bottom of the inning, Austin Peay's Scott Kluesner hit a tworun homer off of Raih, making the
score 3-2.
·· In the bottom of the fourth, Aus. tin Peay's fared Walker tied the
game with a solo shot past the left
field wall, and, in the bottom of the
seventh inning with the bases empty
and two outs, Blakeman homered
past the right field wall to win the
final game of the series and com. · plete the sweep for the Governors .
of Austin Peay.
'.'We're obviously very disappointed that we weren't able to win
a game down there," said Brenning.
"We definitely had opportunities to
win in all three games and we,
, PHOTO COURTESY OF SID
played· solid defense, but we need
Sophomore Mark Andres collected two hits in the team's seasonbetter run support for our pitchers
opener, a 5-3 loss to Austin Peay .
and better execution from the plate."
field followed by senior Jeff and a groundout after Andres' inON THE WAY
Crandell 's single, putting runner& on tentional walk. was not able to put
The Musketeer~ sp'erlcl'the'next;,
first«n'd s~i:onct' with no outs. Two the Musketeers allead ..
batters later, Bongard drove Jason
In the bottom of the inning, Aus- four games on the road in Johnson
Lazaris' pitch deep enough into the tin Peay's Rusty Moore singled, ad-. City, Tenn., playing East Tennes_see
outfield to score Moss;
vanced to second on ari error and State, Akron twice and Valparaiso.
At 0-3, Xavier hopes to break
The Mus.keteers threatened to put crossed home plate for the ga·memore runs oh' the board in the sixth winner when Cutter walked an Aus- into their win column on the road
inning when Brenning led off with tin Peay batter with the bases before they play their first series at.
a double into right field, but a pop-- loaded, ending the game 2-1. ·
home vs. Saint Xavier University.
Down but not out, Brenning does
up and a double play retired the
Musketeers' chances in the sixth.
AUSTIN PEAY 4, XAVIER 3
see a silver lining in the Musketeers
In the bottom of the inning, the
In the second game of Sunday's weekend at Austi.n Peay.
Governors' Joseph Peer led off with doubleheader, Xavier scored the
"Our pitching staff has really
a walk and worked his way around game's first three runs, but were not .· done a great job and our defense is
the bases with help from a wild able to hang on for their first win. the best I've seen since I've been
pitch, passed ball and finally made Austin Peay later scored four un- here. I think our hitting will get betit home on a single to tie the score answered runs to take the series, ter as the season rolls on and then I
at 1-1.
think we'll be fine."
three games to none.
With a knotted score in the eighth
In the second inning, Brenning
and the Musketeers batting, Moss' got a base hit for the Musketeers and
hit was mishandled by the center later advanced to second base on a
fielder and was able to move all the wild pitch.
way to third on an error with no outs.
With one out, Bongard doubled
However, consecutive pop-ups to left field, scoring Brenning from

On Tap
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Wednesday, Feb. 21

Sunday, Feb. 25

•Men's basketball vs. St ·
Bonaventure at 7:30 p.m. *

•Rifle at MARC Championships
at 8 a.m.
•Women's basketball vs.
St. Bonaventure at noon *
•Men's basketball vs. La Salle
at 4 p.m. {ESPN2)

Thursday, Feb. 22
•Women's basketball vs.
Duquesne at 7:05 p.m. *

*

•Swimming at Ohio Seniors.
Championships TBA :fl:

Saturday, March 3
•Women's basketball in
Atlantic 10 Tournament TBA
•Swimming at Ohio Seniors
Championships TBA :fl:

Thursday, March 1
Saturday, Feb. 24
•Rifle at MARC
Championships at 8 a.m.

·*Atlantic 1O game
•Swimming at Ohio Seniors
Championships TBA :fl:

Friday, March 2
•Women's basketball in
Atlantic 1O Tournament TBA

# meet to take place in

Bowling Green, Ohio
Home basketball games take
place in the Cintas Center.
Home events are in bold.

GAME
of the

WEEK
MEN'S BASKETBALL
VS. ST. BONAVENTURE

7:30 p.m today at
the Cintas Center
The men's final home
game of the-year, barring the
outside chance Xavier ends
up hosting some NIT games,
takes place today against the
Bonnies. It will be the last
chance to give senior co-captains Maurice McAfee and
Reggie Butler the send off
they deserve.
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Xrilen rebound with will over URI
BY JOE ANGOLIA ·
·Sports Editor

Tournament time is drawing
nearer by the day and at this juncture only one thing is. for certain.
The men's basketball team isn't
guaranteed a thing.
Despite a 19-5 record and second place in the Atlantic 10, the
Xmen could easily find themselves
on the bubble come Selection Sunday.
What looked like such a sure
thingjusttwo weeks ago, when the
Musketeers were sporting a 17-3
record, has suddenly turned cloudy
following losses to St. Joe's (the
conference leader) and UMass
(whose 11-12 record includes two
wins over the Xinen).
Head coach Skip Prosser wasn't
fond of the· thought that his team.
might be slipping following a surprisingly close 79-65 victory over
Rhode Island on Saturday.
"The kids have won 19 out of
24. I apologize that we're not 240," said Prosser sarcastically. "Ifwe
could be perfect like many people
we'd be OK."
"I really hope we're not slipping
but only time will tell," he added.
If the Musketeers again find
themselves watching the Big Dance
from the stands, look no. further
than. UMass, who've played this
year's version of St. Bonaventure.
Last season, the Bonnies handed
the Xmen two close losses (by a
combined four points), with the final blow coming in the.A-IO Tournament, solidifying the Muskies'
trip to the junior prom.
Nineteen wins would be automatic for most teams looking for an
NCAA bid; the exception being the

The hot shooting Rams turned
up the heat and built a six-point
lead, 30-24, with 4:38.to go. The
Xmen retook the lead, 35-34, fol- . ·
lowing a three~point. play from
sophomore David West.· .
Xavier managed to even the
score at 40 apiece heading into the
intermission following. a threepointer from freshman Romain .
Sato. Not exactly the kind of score
you're looking for against a team
that entered the contest with a 520 record.
"I implored them [that] to perhaps play harder would be a good
idea and to guard with more a
sense of urgency," said Prosser of
his halftime instructions.
. "We played' about as well as we
could play in the first half," said
URI acting head coach George
Blaney.
Things got back to normal in
ttie second half, as URI cooled
down from the 53.6 percent they
shot in the first half. The Musketeers, however, elevated their play
and their defense.
Junior Kevin Frey rebounded
XAVIER 79, URI 65
from a 2-9 shooting performance
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN.ANGOLIA
. It .wasn't exactly the way the in the first half to finish with a
Musketeers· might have wanted to game-high 22 points __,. he also Junior Kevin Frey paced the Musketeers in their 79-65 win over
rebound after being dropped by chipped in nine boards.
Rhode Island with a 22-point, nine-rebound effort.
"When ·you play Xavier you
UMass on Valentine's Day. A win's
a win though, and the Musketeers got to give up something," said time a 16-point, 11-reboun~perfor
"I taught him that," said
survived a strong first half from the Blaney. "You are either going to mance.
Prosser. "He couldn't dunk till he
lowly Rams to walk out with their try to take away.West or you are
The biggest highlights of the got here so I tried to show him how
19th victory of the season.
going to try to let West go c)'.azy. night came from sophomore Lionel I used to do it."
Early scoring from URI's Marcus We decided we were going to try Chalmers who used two big oneThe Xmen will need a stronger
Evans and Dinno Daniels kept the. and help on West as inuch as We hand dunks in the second half.to effort today against the Bonnies.
game close from the onset. A three- could and Frey really put it on the pump up the crowd and his team- Especially if they want to send
pointer from senior Maurice McAfee floor and went by us."
mates.
away their three seniors (McAfee,
That's not to say West.wasn't a
put the Xmen ahead 15-14 with
"I had to do something," said Reggie Butler and Marcus Mason)
15:22 remaining. It turned out to be factor. XU's center·:1'.X'
finished
with Chalmers. "I struggled the whole on a high note.
'·.:. .
XU's last l~ad for sometime.
yet another double-~ouble, this night."

typisal disregard paid to the Atlantic
10 conference. While power confer.ences (AC.C, Big East, and SEC) can
expect no. les~. than four bids, the
Atlantic 10 would be thrilled to get
three. '
St. Joseph's and Xavier are the
only two A-10 teams with deserving
records~ however should a non-deserving team (Temple or UMass)
take the automatic bid granted to the
winner of the A-10 Championship (a
la Rhode Island in 1999), things
could get tricky.
The Xmen shquld finish the year
.with at least 21 wins ..A sweep of the
re.maining regular season games and
a strong run through the A-10 Tournament could spring that number up
around 24 :wins. Either way, the
Musketeers des.t;:.rve the invite this
year.. ··
"It's up to.our commitment collectively to see how we want to play
this thing out,;' said Prosser. "We've
put ourselves in a position that abo.ut ·
250 Division !'teams would like to
be in at this time of year. Now it's
how we finish it."

Women take two more, improve to 23-2
with a well-fought victory over the
visiting Hawks on Friday night.
The Muskete~rs held at least a 10This past weekend, the Xavier
women 's basketball team played point lead throughout the majority of
their final scheduled home games the first and second half but the
of the season. To no surprise at all, Hawks just wouldn't go away.
the Musketeers collected two more
With 12:21 remaining in the game
victories and kept the momentum St. Joe's got the lead under IO and
going approaching the end of the made a late run to give the Muskeseason.
teers som~ unexpected trouble. St.
On Friday, the Musketeers took 1Joe's actually took the lead with just
care of St. Joe's thanks in large part under four minutes to play, causing
to their free-throw shooting at the Xavier to finally wake up and fight
end of the game. On Sunday, back to the big conference victory.
Xavier dominated the Dayton FlyIn reality, it was Xavier's ability
ers 84-62 before a record crowd of to shoot free throws that won this
4,879.
game for them. They scored their
After the game, the record crowd final 12 points from the free-throw
bid farewell to the five seniors on · line to secure the win. The Muskethe 't~ffiHQ'icoleic~vahou!l!Cy~'fafu!:ttltge'ts!\V'''~1f':'1<':''~tf:~j:fi'i-om the line in the
Tuukte''
~~11
. Airtes of play.
'.ithe way for Xavier was
nifer Parr
The M
. She recorded her A-100th double-double of the
with 19 points and 13 reGeorge WashYh
s. Phillips scored 12 points
more conferen"
ulled down six rebounds.
schedule, it loo
ophomore Amy Waugh scored
Musketeers will w
eason-high IO-points, seven of
son crown.
'ich came from the free-throw line.
~)
By the way
as a quiet shooting night for
stayed at No.
usky who scored just nine
Press poll an
Sophomore point guard
in the USAc:
;\ ari scored eight points and
No. 12.
BY SEAN O'BRIEN
Asst. Sports Editor

women's basketball, XU took care
of the Flyers before a record
crowd of 4,879 people.
The majority of the fans in attendance were there to pay their
respect to the five seniors on this
year's team. This ciass will go
down in history as one of the most
successful ever, and they aren't
even finished with this season yet.
Leading the way for the Musketeers again was Tuukkanen. She
scored 23 points and grabbed six
boards. Levandusky scored 20
points, including four three-pointers, and pulled down six boards.
Piipari recorded her eighth assistpoints double-double with 13
points and 11 assists.
·
With their performances,
Tuukkanen and Levandusky
moved into third and fourth place,

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY DEVIN MATHIS

Senior Jen Phillips collected her third Player-of-the-Week award
after averaging 18.0 ppg this past week for the No. 12 Muskies.

respectively, on Xavier's all-time
scoring list. Tuukkanen has 1,629
career points and Levandusky has
1,622.
The 4,879 fans pushed the sea-

son attendance to 26,748 people
which demolished the old record
of 10,430 attendants. The win improved Xavier to a perfect 13-0 at
home this season.
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No line to.drinkit up.
No line to let it out.
Watch the Xavier games at Highland's Bar & Grill.
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Call Xavier's Tobacco Risk Reduction Program ·
at x3599 for information on quitting.

=~;Gi,IDB
For more information, or
for an application packet,
please contact:

.

=~;GilylDB

=~1GilylDB

Great Job Opportunities!!
Hiring Students Part-Time NOW and Fuii-Time During Summer
& Breaks

~ & GREAT fdX If
We offer 10-40+ hours/week

Flexible

Kathleen Bailey

Route Delivery & Packaging Positions

MSW Admissions Officer
(859) 257-6652

$6.50 • $12.00/ Hour

or e-mail frer at
kbbail2@pop.riky.edu.

Two Great Locations Just Minutes from
Campus/I

· Forest Park

Wilder-N.KY

513-851-4040

859-441-1700

We Also Have Facllltles Throughout the Reglonal Area
D•trolt.Ml
871.D55.11®4

Clnelancl\Akron\C.nton
300.874.0MO
Columbus, OH
800.037.0011
0-\Sprl....ld
al>0.2al.S51 I

The College of Social Work is currently accepting MSW applications for the
Fall 2001 semester to be held at the Northern Kentucky University campus.
Scholarships are available covering the out~of-state portion of UK's tuition for
all graduate program applicants who meet the 3.25 GPA requirements.
Don't put that career move off any longer! Those who qualify can join the
MSW program and enjoy Kentucky resident tuition rates!

lndl1111~l1,IN

S00.785.27•2

LoukvlHe, KY

800.W.7303
c.n1:re1 nrtnel• ArH
&00.642.8994

t..xlngton, KY

T~edo,OH

800.PlJ.3575

800.899.8070

Plttlburgh,PA
IS00.253.4423
FLWl)'fl• .. IN
800.622.6566
w..1V1rg1n1.
800.546.4423

No Experience Necessary. Train during school and ,,.;ork
during summer & breaks. We offer Schedule Flexibllltv.
Schedule an Interview A.S.A.P. Bring a Friend I

Start Training NOW Ill

UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
Americas Next Grmt University

www.uliy.edu

www.homecityice.com
RF.ii.

HDmBGI IDB

F.i'I.

HOmBGI IDB

Ei'I.

HomeG1tylDB
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Diversions Desk: 745-2878

xucfivers@hotmail.com
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Italian that misses the mark
.....

-

\.

GOOD ATMOSPHERE ABOUNDS, YET LOCAL ITALIAN RESTAURANT FALLS SHORT WITH MENU.

mRUIMl 1 1!

Peter & the Wolf

BY JACKSON GOODNIGHT AND
MARIE LEIST
Contributing Writers

The Cincinnati Symphony
While offering an enjoyable atmoOrchestra performs the first .of sphere, Indigo Casual Gourmet Cafe,
two Lollipop Family Concerts located in Hyde Park Square, was disthis season, "Peter & the Wolf," appointing and certainly didn't live
on Saturday, Feb. 24 at 10:30 a.m. up to our expectations. While the
in Music Hall.
menu was large and had a lot of variDesigned for children ages ety, the service and the taste of the
three to 10, these concerts offer · food left much to be desired. In addian introduction to classical mu- tion, the prices were outrageous for
sic and the musical instruments the small portion sizes.
of an orchestra.
Indigo's menu has a wide variety
Tickets are priced at $5 for of choices, offering everything from
children ages 12 and. younger pizzas and pastas to salads and sandand $10 for adults. They are wiches. From the pasta section, one
available by phone at 381-3300 of our guests tried the Lite Lasagna.
or at the Music Hall Box Office While this dish is low in fat, it is high
prior to the concert.
in flavor. Unfortunately, for $10.98,
we were disappointed that the majority of the entree was tomato sauce.
The Fifth-Third Bank Broad- The noodles were hidden under the
way Series presents Ann~Margret lake of sauce. The Baked Penne with
in "The Best Little Whorehouse Smoked Mozzarella and Bacon was
another letdown for $10.98. The porin Texas."
Tickets for this March 20- tion size was average, the sauce was
April 1 production are on sale nearly flavorless a:nd there was nothing remarkable about. this dish. .we.
now.
Performances run Tuesday- also tried one of the nightly specials,
Saturday evenings at 8 p.m., Sun-. the Cajun Shrimp Pasta, which also
day evenings at 7:30 p.m., with was a small portion. compared t~ a
Saturday and Sunday matinees typical serving
at an Italian resat2p.m.
Ticket prices range from $35 . taurant. While
to $56. They may be purchased the shrimp was
at all Ticketmaster outlets, in- quite flavorful,
cluding
on line
at the pasta and
vegetables
www.ticketmaster.com.
didn't really
contribute to the
dish overall.
In addition
Pianist Angela Hewitt will
to
many pasta
perform for the Xavier Classical
choices,
Piano Series on Sunday, Feb. 25
at 2:30 p.m. in the Cincinnati Art Indigo's offers a
soup of the day
Museum Theater.
Miss Hewitt. will be playing and Indigo Chicken soup. Unlike our
selections froin Bach, Beethoven, entrees, the French Onion soup was
delicious. It was loaded with mozzaRavel and Liszt. .:
Tickets are $18 and $16. For rella cheese and accompanied with
more information, call Rev. John unusual bread triangles that were also
served with our pasta.
P. Heim, S.J. at 745-3161.
From the salads, we ordered the
Goat Cheese Bacon Spinach Salad,
which was quite hard on the heart
because of its great volume of bacon.
The XU film series continues
Completing the salad was spinach, red
this Friday, Feb. 23 with "Tom
onions, goat cheese and nuts. If you
Jones." The 1963 British movie
enjoy a lot of bacon, try this item beis an adaption of Henry Fielding's
cause the salad dressing is a good
·
novel.
complement to it.
.The film will be shown this
If you visit Indigo, it would be best
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in Kelly Auto try their wide variety of unusual
ditorium. Admission is free. For
pizzas and calzones, which have been
more information, call 745-3811.
voted best by Cincinnati Magazine.
}f we ever tried this restaurant again
we would check out the pizzas. They

Whorehouse

Piano series

Film series

Swingin'

looked appetizing as they were
being served to
other customers.
Some unusual
pizzas are the
Cuban Black
Bean Pizza, comprised of black
beans, spicy
salsa, sharp cheddar, mozzarella,
banana peppers ·
and sour cream,
and the Southwestern Pizza,
topped
with.
fresh cilantro,
· feta cheese, roast
chicken, sweet
red onions and
sliced tomatoes.
An interesting
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY JACKSON CiOODNl<iHT
ca I zone is the · Indigo located in Hyde Park offers a comfortable dining experience.
"Down Home"
Chicken
Calzone. On the menu it is de- era Cream Torte. This is a rich, fill- . cally designed, and the walls are
scribed as "a wholesome crust en- ing dessert that you just might want · covered in pictures and mirrors.
.veloping tender chicken, sweet to share. The high quality of the Also, we had plenty of time to enpeas, carrots, onions and garlic· desserts can be attributed to their .joy the unique atmosphere as we
mashed potatoes topped with rich source, the Bonbonerie.
.
endured our long wait for the bill.
chicken gravy." While not your avThe service was the biggest up- In addition to the comfortable inerage calzone, it is set. We felt very rushed throughout door atmosphere, the outdoor seatdefinitely a good our meal, even when ordering our ing would be enjoyable during the
choice for those drinks. This rush continued even summer months and offers a good
who want to take though we were one of two total view of Hyde Park Square.
a chance. If, how- · tables being served when. we arUnfortunately, the atmosphere
ever, you want to rived. In addition to the hurry, the and diverse menu didn't make up
1
have more control server was not knowledgeable for the disapp~inting. food. If y~u
over the construc- about the menu when we asked for do decide to .venture out to this restion of your pizza suggestions. She forgot the soup taurant, be sure to stay away from
or calzone, you until reminded and wasn't patient most of our entree choices but try
·"' can create your with meeting our other needs. To to order one of their delicious desown by choosing add insult to injury, she brought us sert choices.
from a large vari- the wrong check and took over 15
ety of custom minutes to bring us .the correct orie. ·
items. The prices
The atmosphere, on the other
for all the calzones and pizzas were hand, was modern and cozy and .
around $9 for a single serving size. was one of the most positive aspects
The sandwiches are not as un- of our meal. The chairs are artistiusual as the pizzas and calzones.
The Chicken Pesto Focaccia is delicious. Made from Pt?Sto mayo
with roasted white meat chicken
and tomato on focaccia bread, it
would serve as a satisfying but light
lunch ch9ice. For those who prefer
the vegetarian items the Bristo
Portobello Sandw~ch, a huge mushroom topped with sundried tomatoes, banana peppers and mozzarella, sounds mouthwatering. We
only hope that this and the other
sandwiches live up to their wonderful descriptions, unlike the pasta
items that we sampled.
When dessert came, Indigo almost redeemed itself with the Op-

The XU Swing Band presents
the "When Swing Was King"
swing dance this Saturday from
9 p.m.-12:30a.m. in theArmory. ·
Included in the night's festivities will be free refreshments, a
The following discs are due for release on or before Feb. 20 ...
dance contest, door prizes and
swing lessons prior to the dance.
Henry Rollins, A Rpllins in the Wry (Quarterstick) ... The Queers, Today
Cost is $5 with a valid XU ID,
(Lookout) ... Mr. Short Khop, Da Khop Shop (TVT) ... Diesel Boy, Rode
$8 to the general public.
Hard and Put Away Wet (Fat Wreck Chords) ... Boy George, The Essential
Mix (Sire) ... Zero Down, With a lifetime to Pay (Fat Wreck Chords) ...
Tortoise, Standards (Thrill Jockeyffouch and Go) ...
... all dates are tentative.

New Releases

live Wires
Wednesday, Feb. 2 I

Friday, Feb. 23

Lynch Mob

Kid Rock
w/ Fuel & Buckcherry
@ Firstar Center

@Bogart'~

Thursday, Feb. 22
Less Than Jake
w/ Anti-Flag,
New Found Glory
& Teen Idols
@Bogart's

Saturday, Feb. 24
Union Undergound
w/ Dust for Life,
Slaves on Dope & Spike 1000
@Bogart's
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Chili Peppers side project
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substance abuse; Lyrics such as
"Dream. that you died Fit takes
you out of your mind I the black
wal.ls of space take me all the
way," are a great example of the
dark lyrics contained in the album.
Occasionally, Fruscian~e will
dive into instrumental tracks
which are amazing and real.
This guy has got to be one of
the most underrated guitar players out there. ~'Murders" and
"Ramparts" are two excellent
examples of Frusciante letting
the guitar do the talking for him.
With his. first two albums
hardly inaking a splash in the
·mafostream, I think this new release may change things. Mu. sicians and critics alike are lov-

After' finishing up a long and · ing this new solo offering.
grueling (but very successful) tour
i highly recommend t~is alwith the .Red Hot Chili Peppers, bum to anyone who is a fan of
John Frusciante settled down to '.'experimental" music as this
record another'solo album; his third record is a definite journey
release: To Record Only Water For through the obscure. It may be
JO Days.
··miles away from the Chili PepThe new solo release from pers' top releases, but this alFrusciante is a far cry from his work bum is a sure winner. Listen to
with the Red Hot Chili Peppers. It this record and discover an exis safe to say the Chili Peppers cellent solo artist and guitar
s9und nothing like Frusciante's player.
- Asa. Kraning,
solo work. Like his last two solo
.Contributing Writer
offerings, Frusciante handles all the
instrumental duties.
Fans of his guitar playing will
fruly appreciate his solo work as
his excellent guitar skills are on full
·display here. Usually accompanied
by piano loops or drum machines,
Frusciante's not-so-sweet voice
somehow blends beautifully with
his guitar playing.
Lyrically Frusciante is quite
bleak, having survived years of

-
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EDITORIAL

God save Cincy music
Just as a general warning, if out .of the typical lead singer.
you'.re going to a show with a band
Typical. That puts the The
by the name of The Bottom Line as Bottom Line into a one word
an opening act, stiow up late. Noth- description, even down to the
ing is to gain by witnessing this matching tattoos - that's a
··
nice touch.
performance.
My understanding of music is ·
And the thing that gets to me
that it's supposed to be a form of is the peopfo who are in support
self expression with an opportunity of this nonsense by purchasing
for a creative outlook to meet up CDs and clapping have this besomewhere along the line with an lief that they're on to a new
original style. This band does noth- sound, that this band is someing of the sort. One is more likely thing special.
They start mosh pits with
to see "Saturday Night Live" not
make fun of George W. Bush than worried faces and look around ·
to see The Bottom Line come up at everyone else to see if they're
with anything innovative.
doing it right. They're failing
Someone, anyone, tell these the scene by failing to see how
guys that a New Found Glory al- the scene is failing. I hate to see
ready stole the style from Blink 182 it. I hate to see how misled
who apparently made it cool years people _can be amidst a style of
ago and it's been done to death music that was made to be off
since then.
the beaten path, but is falling
The first time I was so rudely into the cavity of nothing new
eased into a night of music by The arid "Hey, I'll follow you."
Bottom Line one of the members
By saying all this I'm not
was wearing A New Found Glory T- discrediting the fact that they
shirt and another one was wearing are musicians and have a cera Blink 182 shirt. If their music tain level of skill, yet that
didn't fully express the near fatal doesn't mean it's being put to
levels of potential copyright in- good use.
fringement then the T-shirts gave
All I ask: Be original because
the rest away without a doubt in a every time I go to a show in the
dumb man's mind.
Cincinnati area, I end up seeing
Please, enough with the fast .a disgrace on stage before the
pop-punk with a catchy breakdown real music kicks in.
which usually demands the notori-Jinx,
ous synchronized "crowd jump"
Guest Writer

West Coast Lakes
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Cougar
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'Down to Earth' downright a.wful
CHRIS ROCK'S LATEST PROJECT LEAVES AUDIENCES WISHING FOR MORE STAND~UP
BY JOEL BOUTIERE
Contributing Writer

The truly depressing thing
about "Down to Earth" isn't how
uniquely unfunny the final product is, but how all the comedy geniuses failed to save this film from
being as dull as it is.
Chris Rock is one of the funniest stand-up comedians in the country. In addition, he's an excellent
writer, as those who purchased his
"Rock This!" can attest. Paul and
Chris Weitz
showed their
skills at comedy
direction with
1999's surprise
hit "American
Pie."
"Down to
Earth" is based
on the Oscarnominated Warren Beatty film
"Heaven Can Wait.'.' Eugene Levy,
who showcased his comedic chops
last year in "Best in Show," puts in
an appearance that is just a few minutes above a cameo. So much went
into the making of this film, it's sad
to see what little came out as a result.· .
· ·· ·
Lance Barton (Rock) .is a stand~
up comic; A very. bad· stand-up
comic. People go to his shows spe-

cifically to boo him. But he refuses
to give up hope, and works hard to
get a spot on the last show to be
held in the Apollo Theater. But on
the way to rehearse his act, he is
struck by a truck and killed.
But it appears there was a slipup. Because of the mistake of a
befuddled angel (Levy), Lance was
taken before his time, and so
Heaven wants to make it up to him.
He is offered a chance to take on
another body to live out the rest of
his life. Unfortunately, the
only
good
body available belongs
to an old
white billionaire named
Wellington ..
L an c e
balks at the
idea until he
sees the beautiful Santee (Regina
King), an activist who protests
against Wellington's callous business practices. Lance agrees to take
Wellington's body until a more suitable alternative can be located, and
attempts in the meantime.to spark
a romance with Santee.
The problems begin with the
entire premise of the film. Every
character in the movie sees Lance

as Wellington. However, the viewer
sees Lance as Lance, and so the audience has to keep reminding itself
that Lance doesn't really look like
a young black man to everybody
else.
Watching an old white guy act
like Chris Rock throughout the
entire film might have been funny
(and the few times we see Lance
through the eyes of outsiders, we
get a chuckle or two). The movie,
however, thinks it's funny to see
Chris Rock act like Chris Rock, and
it all goes downhill from there.
The few funny moments in this
film come when Lance gets onstage
to do his act, which is really Rock's
real life act. The few times he's allowed to do his own material are
the few breaths of fresh air we're
allowed. Whenever the script kicks
back into gear, however, things get
tedious very quickly.
The supporting cast is no help
in the matter. None of the subplots
in the film generate a single laugh,
from the hired help with attitude to
Wellington's philandering wife and
assistant. It almost.makes you want
to yell at the screen for everybody
to shut up and let Rock get back on
stage.
An hour and a half long standup act would have been much preferred to this cliched material.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PARAMOUNT PICTURES

Chris Rock plays Lance Burton in his naiv project based on Warren Beatty's
"Heavan Can Wait:'
Even the romance plot is laborious. Rock may be a great comedian, but like David Spade in "Lost-·
anifFound," he's just simply not a
romantic lead. It's a real stretch to
believe the sincerity of Lance's deelarations of love to Santee; it just
seems like he's feeding her lines in
order to get her clothes off quicker.
Were it not for the few moments

of humor from Rock himself, this
movie could be an early contender
as one ofthe dullest stretches of
non-humor this year. As it is, it'll
go on the pile with "Double Take"
and "Saving Silverman" as one of
the (deservedly) forgotten comedies of 2001.
"Down to Earth" is DOA.

'November' no-life altering tragedy
JUST ANOTHER DATE MOVIE. NOTHING MORE, NOTHING LESS ·
BY JONATHAN MOSKO
Guest Writer

Step out of the box in which
you're living. It might sting a little
bit, but in the end you'll be a better
person for it. This seems to be the
theme of "Sweet November,"
Warner Brothers' latest romance
which not coincidentally was released the weekend after Valentine's
Day.
Keanu Reeves is Nelson Moss,
a cold-blooded corporate advertiser
whose cell phone is his constant
companion and who prides himself
fo his edgy advertising ideas. During a mundane
~ip to the DMV.
(o have his·
ldriver's license
renewed, his attempt to cheat
on the test
leads to the incidental revocation of the Ii- ·
cense of Sara.
De ·e v e-r-"···
(Charlize Theron) .. · Nelson, of
course, couldn't care less, but Sara
doesn't forget so easily, and pesters h'im for a ride (after all, it was
because of him she lost her license).
Ori-lea·rhing a littl~_about
Nelson's way of life, Sara is convinced tie ·~eeds help. Her plan to
"let some light" into ·the box .in
which he is living requires him to
move in with her for the entire

month of November ancfiive by her
rules: no cell phone, no work, no
inhibitions.
Apparently, Sara makes a habit
out of this, taking spiritually anemic men into her home on a monthy
basis in order to give them her own
brand of live-in therapy. Nelson is
understandably hesitant at moving
in with this seemingly unhinged
strange woman, but soon he is introduced to a completely different
world than the one he came from,
and his issues with· intimacy and
his own workaholic ways come to
the surface.
Every romance back to
ancient times
has certain elements of tragedy,
and
"Sweet November" is no
except.ion.
Sure, it has a
few. of the
obligatory romance movie
cliches, such as the "speech in the
rain" and the introspective flashback sequence the man inevitably
has when he is foolish enough to
think about leaving True Love behind. (The type in which the poor
fellow has an extended s~quence.
of sentimental memories, most or'
which consist of slow-motion shots
of the woman's face in various states

. .

. .

PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROTHERS

Keanu Reeves and Charlize Theron star in the naivest ad~ition to the "date movie" category.

of emotion, most of them. happy Theron as the -Jeadi.ng couple, the
ones.) The good news is they are first ·beirjg the 1997 film "_The
not relied too heavily upon, and Devil's'Adv~cate'." However., in this
you might not even notice them, . ·.film, it is 1'he~ori wtia,;.takes comFortunately, this rnov\e usesits · ;nand, which is a gtioct: tht~g contragic elements wisely··-,- without: sideri11g the_way Reeves:pJ~yed his
resorting to gut-wrenching, rip~.•.· r.ole; Obvk>usly, his.pai:(asthe:loveyour-heart-out-and-step~on~it _de~' ' less corpqrate requfr~S. hitn tost)ow
pressingly sad scenes (see· "Love littl~ erriot\on (fqr a'wtlifo, any\V'ay),
Story" - on second thoµght, don.'( .:j:i'ut some
his lines .are. inexc.ussee "Love Story"). Make no mis- ·: abfr de.livered .in frilanfldf:':~hat
t11ke, this movie is a sad·one, but ~rriightbestbed.escd.bed,ahvooCten.
it's'not so sad you won~tbe able to ·Thir'on',s eff~f.ves~~nte'<and'ivifinish your popcorn. .·. ' ' : :.
b~ance\ia~~~ a~~iroffi;dis~~ter. :
' This rh~~ie latks7d~i su~pr'i§es. ;
Interestingly, thi.s fiim l~•the's~cond which features Reeves and It's pretty obvious Nelson is going :

of

thri

to undergo a dynamic change as a
result of his relationship w-ifh Sara;
it's fairly clear early on there's more
to Sara than her happy-go"lucky
exuberance and she rnight actually
have some baggage to deal with.
To boil it all down, "Sweet Novem.ber" _is a good date movie .. It's
about what you'd expect for a romance movie these days -': it's a
decent film, but it's not breaking
any molds.
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Classified ads are 25 cents per word with a $6 .minimum. To place your classified ad in 7be Newswire, call the ·
advertising d~parbnentat {513) 745~3561 ·and ask for Sarah or send an email to newswireads@yahoo.com.
· · ··All dassified materials and a ent are due the Frida 'before ublication.

Childcare: Seeking energetic non:smoker to care for
our three children: 8, 4 & 3 in
our Mt. Lookout home. Occasional afternoons, Thursday
. evenings and, some Saturday
evenings. .Must provide own
transportation. Call Beth at
321:6146.
,·
.'
Mother.'s helper, flexible
hours, non~smoker, must
drive.. Call 891~8.151. If. leaving message, please refer to
.Xavier Newswire ad;
Fraternites -Sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000~2.000 this sec
· master with·· the
easy
'.Campusfundraiser.com three
· hour fund raising event. No sales
_ ..required. Fundraising dates are
.. ·. filling quickly, so call today! .Con. tact Campusfundraiser. com at
(8.88) 923-3238, or visit
. www.campusfundraiser.com.
· Part-time general office
help. Basic computer skills. 15 p.m., Monday-Friday, $8/hr.
15 minutes from XU. Fax
resume 948-0794.
Looking for yard/garden
helpers in Kenwood area.
Starting in early spring 2 days
weekly; summer 3 days
weekly. $10/hour. Call Lynne
@ 985-0852.
Lookirig.formother's helper
in Kenwood area. Tuesdays,·
Wednesdays and Thursdays,.
3:30-8:30 p.m. $125 weekly.
References required. Call Lynne
@985-0852. '

· ··Pure Concept Eco .Salon.&
Spa. Js. seeking energetic &
friendly people for front desk/receptionist & spa coordinator positions. Benefits include: free
haircuts, discoun.ted color,
medical/dental insurance and·
product discounts. To apply or
for more information, please call
Sarah at 794-0202 ext 237.
Summer Day Camp Coun·selors rieeded iri.Cincinn.ati-liveekdays 9:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m.
· Outdoor program needs male
· group counselors; swimming ·
instructors,· drama and singing, maintenance, riflery; and
other activity leaders: Camp
session: June 18-July 27. Precamp work. available in May: .
Call Camp Wildbrook 931 •
2196.
'
Camp Takajo for boys,
Naples, Maine. Tripp Lake Camp
fcir girls, Portland, Maine. Noted
for picturesque .lakefrcint locations, exceptional facilities. MidJune thru mid-August. Over 100
counselor. positions in tennis,
baseball, b.asketball, soccer, lacrosse, golf, flag football, roller
hockey, field hockey, swimming,
· sailing, water skiing,. gymnastics, dance, horseback riding,
arch~ry. weight training, newspaper, photography, video, woodworking, ceramics/pottery,
crafts; fine arts, silver jewelry,
copper enamel, nature study,
radio/electronics, theater~ costumer, piano accompanist, music instrumentalist, backpacking, rock climbing, canoeing/
kayaking, ropes course, secre· ·
- . tarial, nanny, Call Takajo at 800.250-8252 or Tripp Lake at 800· ..~
997-4347. Submitapplicationon
. line at www.takajo.com or
www.tripplakecamp.com.

Veterinary Receptionist Part-time position available for
afternoons and weekends. Ap·
ply in person at Grady Veterinary
Hospital, 9211 Winton Road, Cin·
cinnati~ OH 45231. 931-8675:

FOR RENT

Large 7 bedroom, 4 full
bath, grand porch, free laun"
dry. $1100/month, less than
$200 per person. Available for
fall semester, possibly one
month early: 281-3863.
·Huge 2, 3 & 6 bedroom
apartments.
$31 O/room,
. ,, . Washer/Dryer, dishwasher,
central air, ceiling fans,· off. street parking, cable incl. 970
Dana Ave. Call 272·1?51.

Apartments for rent:
5 bedroom and 2 bedroom
on Dana Avenue (across from
Music Dept.).
· · 3 bedrobm and 2 bedroom
on Ivanhoe Avenue (in
Norwood). Available in August.
Call for more information. 631. 2092.

For rentthis spring. 1600
Brewster Ave. Spacious 4
bedroom house. Easy walk.to
campus. Fully equipped. Call
321-0043.

SPRING
BREAK ·
Go Direct = $avings! #1
Internet-based Spring Break
company offering WHOLESALE Spring Break packages .
(no middlemen)! Zero tnweler
complaints last year! · Lowest
price guaranteed! 1-800-367-1252
· . or www.springbreakdirect.com.

Renting now and for OS/01/
01: Large newly renovated 1, 2
& 3 bedroom apartments on
Dana Avenue. Fully furnished,
off street parking, air conditioning, building security, common
decks, private porches, fire·
places, washers/dryers. Short
walk to campus. Phone. 7033242.'

For rent 2, 3, & 4 bedroom
apartments -Very large, newly
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
renovated apartments within a
Best prices '·· guarnateed!
half miie of campus. Set in turn. ·
· 'Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
of the century mansions, these
Florida. Space is limited so
2 bedroom apt., completely . apartments feature: fini~hed
book it now! .Earn cash - Go
wood. floors, exposed.brick
rehabed, close to campus, hard·
· ·.free! ·Group rates still avail'
'
walls, ceramic tile, ceiling fans,
wood floors, spiral staircase,
1-800-234-7007.
, able.
Clifton - Nice renovated 4·
laundry, air conditioning, offAC, laundry, heat & water paid.
endlesssummertours.com. ·
bedroom,
walk
to
Uriiv.
&
hospistreet parking, security light- '
$600/month: ~dam 608-0887.
. tal. Parking, equip kitchen, baling, fully equip kitchens wi~h ·
. Wante!i! Spring_ Breakcoh'l, W/D in basement. $985+
garbage
disposals,
dishwash4 bdrm apt. in 3 family.To.ers! Cancun, Bahamas, Florida
. ers and new appliances. If you · 'utilities ..· Great opportunity for·.
tally renovated, ceramic tile,
& Jamaica. Call Sun Coast Va·r'oaminates.· 159.5409.
are looking to economize, the
wall to wall carpet, AC, 2 baths,
cations for a free brochure and
bedrooms are large enough to
near campus. Available Aug: 1,
ask ·how you can organize a
Clifton - Nice newly renobe shared: Th.ese homes are
2001. $1200/mo, heat and wasmall group & Eat, Drink, Travel
vated house, walk to Univ. &
a must see and won't last long.
ter paid. Adam 608:0887.
Free.& Earn Cash! Call (800)
hcisptial. Share 4 bedrooms;
For a showing call Ian at 25.3.777-4642
or
email
parking, eqpt. kitchen, balcony,
House for rent. 6 bdrm, 2 full
7368 or Tim at 325-8610 .
5ales@suncoastvacations.i::om.
.
W/D
in
basement.
Rents
from
...
.
1·· · · - .
baths: Eat-in kitchen. Living
$245-$475 +utilities. 759-5409.
room and dining room. Full unHouses for rent. 5 min. walk
finished basement. New paint,
to XU (Cleneay Ave.& Ivanhoe
2 bedroom duplex fqr rent.
fixtures and plumbing. Laundry ·
Ave.). 2, 4; 6 & 7-8 bdrms. $235/ .
Close to XU, newly renovated.
room in basement. All newly
month. Call Cathy or Tom at
$550 month/deposit required.
renovated - too much to list.
769-5240.
'
559-1131.
Parking available across street
Renting now and for 6/01:
and street parking. Only $1,050
30 Helens Agree ...
Large newly renovated 1, 2 &3
974 Dana Ave.1 extra large
monthly, less than $200 per stuEverybody's Records is the
bdrm apts.·'{)n Dana Avimue.
bedroom apartment, furnished.
dent. 3635 Montgomery Road.
best record store in town. Get
Fully furnish.ad, off-street parkHeat and water paid. 772-0909.
Call Eric 754-1455 or 439-2890.
cash or trade for your mint
ing, air-conditioning, security
condition CDs. Wide selection
doors, satellite dish, decks,
' just
1 bedroom and studios.
of rock, rap; jazz, soul, indie,
For rent: 1 bedroom apt.
porches, washer/dryer. Call
Off-street parking, utilities inpunk & more! Posters, stickoff Cleneay Ave. Large rooms,
cl ude.d ,. reasonable rates. .·i. 7.03-3242. '
ers & buttons, tool Open 11
hardwood floors, eat-in.kitchen,
Close to Xavier. 236-5314,
a.m.- 9 p.m. Monday-Saturday;
lots of closet space. $425/
. Efficiency for rent. Close
Karen.
noon-6 p.m. on Sunday. 6106
month. 861-9999 .
.fo XU .. $250 month/deposit
Montgomery Road at Ridge
required. 559·1131.
Avenue.

MISC.

,'

Help Lance out.

It's a slmple ·request, really. He·
sells ads in The '
Newswire.
His day job involves performances of his
own brand of interpretive dance.
Since La rice.
has been deemed
"too luscious" to.
pertorm in certa1n ·
communities, it
might ·be. safer if.··.
you help him ih his.
s~condary occu~

pation.
·
.. c.all 745-356 f.
' to adv~rtise with
us.

Florida

Cancun

~

~

• olrJomfa/.99,..

Jamaica
Bahamas
~~~
Acapulco
~!bl~
Bamados
South Padre ~·©lllJ]

I'
···INFORMATION SESSION
Tuesday, February 27, 2001 .
6:30pm-8:00
·p.m.
. .
' . .
.Ciritas .Center.
Schiff Family Conference Ceriter

For res~iVations and additional information,
·.·call 513 745-19.12 or 800. 344~4698, ext. 1912
Department of Health Servke.s Administration
3800 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati; OH 45207"7331

xumhsa@xu.edu ·
www.xu.edu/mhsa '. ·

·Acapulco
Cancun
Jamaica
_Bahamas
Special callcuri ·florid
Beach Front

.
1

S~lng@559

Jam~ca

M!l:fill~"

Starting@ 479·m~
Bahamas .·' · 1-800~484849
starting@ 549 www.ststravel.com
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February 21
I am so flossy. Now, if you have
any idea what I just said, perhaps
you could inform me. You see, I
have heard an overwhelming
amount of words on the radio
lately that lead me into greater confusion than an SAT analogy of
happiness : carburetor as phylactery : _ _ _ ? I feel as if I am
falling further and further behind
the times and I am o_nly 22. Will I
ever go for the bling-bling? Am I
shorty? Can I be? Do. I want to
be? What will my peeps think?
(OK, I think I know what that one
means - it is only an abbreviation after all.) My only fear is that
I am falling way behind what is
now moving beyond slang terms
and into the vernacular. (Aha! I
used a large word. I will have my
revenge on hip-hop yet!) What I
guess I'm really tryin' to say is t~at
Iain 't tryin' to put the smack down
or pretend I'm some baller mackin'
on the hoochies. I just want to
make my chrome like any playa
with his izzl gettin' freaky in his.
crib. You know, let's just keep this
on the down low, boo. I'm just
· lettin' y'all know this is a Iii' shady.
The Grammy Awards are today.
Thus, the International Coffee
Hour will be holding a Grammy
nominee's look-alike party. So, put
on your best Eminem costume or
dress up as Eddie Blazonczyk, the
surefire winner in the polka category. The grand prize winner will
receive free coffee. Contest starts
at 3:30 p.m. in the Romero Center.
The Black History Month Committee is having a Malcolm X presentation at 7 p.m. in Kelley Auditorium. I don't know if they are
showing the movie, reading excerpts from his autobiography or
offering up his embalmed corpse
for ascension into heaven. However, it is guaranteed to cause social upheaval.

By Adam Ziemkiewicz To place an item in the calendar, .call 745-3122 or mail to ML 2129.
there is nothing life-affirming
about those things.
The ERS movie night continues with "Gattaca" at 7 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium. Afterward,
there will be a discussion and a
urinalysis in orde·r to find the genetically superior "valids" to take
over the world. One tidbit that
might be of interest to you: the
last time this movie was shown,
they dusted for fingerprints and
created The Torklesons from
dead skin cells. You've been
warned.

. FRIDAY
·February 23
This one pretty much writes
itself. Brother Pryor 's University
Film Series will be showing ''Tom
Jones" today at 7:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium. There's no
word on whether he will sing any
of his many smash hits, but it's
rumored there will be a discus~
sion of his anatomy. Brother
Pryor, upon dissecting the specimen will be heard to utter: "It's
not unusual." This is much better than the altt<rnative conclusion: "She's a lady."

I 1: bl,;:;: 1]!\•1
February 22
This is an interesting parallel.
Make of this what you will. It is
Delta's Black Male Appreciation
Day on campus. (White Male Appreciation Day will be July 17.)
Also, Students for Life will be
passing out free cookies today to
show you they are "simply happy
that you are alive." I just hope it
isn't Hydrox cookies, because

The Sherpas have returned from
BACCHUS is sponsoring a euthe mountains and broµght us their
chre tournament in the Husman
pancakes. In Tucker's Lounge from
basement from 8-11 p.m. There will•
6 p.m. until 1 a.m. Xavier's Sherpas
be money and movie prizes and pe- ·
will be procuring pancakes. $3 for
riodically, Mr~ Belvedere and
all you care to eat. But, F.Y.I., the
Wesley will be stopping into serve
sherpa I purchased last year on e- . · tea and entertain with 1980s style
February 25
bay turned my living room into a repsitcom banter.
The Classical Piano Series is
lica of a Himalayan village and built
bringing Angela-Hewitt to the Art
a shrine to Bob Saget, claiming
Museum.at 2:30 p.m. The ClassiSaget's innovative humor and charin
cal Conditioning Series .is bringmade him a prime 'candidate for
February
ing Ivan Pavlov to .the County
Shambhala. I had to kick him out.
I still have scars from a ~how I . Kennel at 7:04 p.m.
But, he sure did make good panperformed in this summer. I was
cakes.
running up these stairs,. slipped
and fell (which makes me sound
Jesus Jives and Elvis saves.
like I'm 95 years old) and, well it .
February 26 ·
was a big bloody 'mess. That
The Xavier Black History
Have you ever played Old Maid
wasn'tsuch a great step show.. But,
Month Committee is at it again.
and drew the old maid and didn't
the real Step Show consists of
This time, they're showcasing
have agood enough "old maii'.l face"
some great performances and it will
Karen Patte~son and her celio in
so everyone knew you had her and
be in Schmidt Fieldhouse at 7 p.m. · Bellarmine at 7 p.m. Next week: Bill
wouldn't take it from you? So you
· Cosby and his Jeilo.
get m~d and punch your sister for
Goofus aborts his babies. Gallaughing at you as the dirty old maid
l~nt brings them to term and gives
snickers in. her rocking chair at your
them up for adoption. (Note: this
continual misfortune.- Then, you
Februa.ry
last comment is intended as soda!
weep, wishing anyone would just
commentary on the seemingly endToday is Fat Tuesday or
take that damn card. Your worries . Jess and, at times, absurd controShrove Tuesday or Mardi Gras or
are over; Opera Workshop presents
versy surrounding the very heated
Pancake Day or Ponczki Day or
"The Old Maid and The Thief' at 8
issue of abortion.)
whatever else you want to call it.
p.m. today and ~omorrow in
All I have to say about it is woo
Edgecliff; For $4 you can have your
I remember a time when swing
woo woo. woo. That's right. Woo
revenge once and for all.
was just a prince. His life was
woo woo woo. No diggity.

1~11,,:•JlVI
24

RJESDAY
27

...got courage?
DON'T ·:i.-nss TBIS1

A lifi:: 11llc'ri11g, 5J!~llhi!lilinli ~\·enf y()'1"11
'.RAY!; ~'b<i1,1r fQt wce·k$~ tlrins J'1ri~:
l>iltii!: f'*1wry 28, 2001
Time: 7:Cl()pm - 1):001,m ·
Pl~tt: ScbiffF.nm.ily Coafcrc1w¢ Cc11tcr
ll91lroom
Coll: .ftee

The main event:
The
Franciscans vs. the Jesuits in an
all out basketball battle royale. In
the brown shorts, it's St.
Bonaventure visiting our Cintas
Center ring at 7:30 p.m. in a no
holds barred men's bout to the
death. That's right, to the death.
You don't want to miss the last
home game;
"Right to Life Week" continues
with a Mass in Bellarmine Chapel
at 1Op.m. Afterward, Death, feeling very neglected will rise up and
consume Bellarmine Chapel in
flames shouting: "I. have rigHts
too" as Guy Vanasse plays the organ solo from The Doors' "Light
My Fire." .·. ·

sptattered all over the tabloids.
Then, the coronation. took place
and all of a sudden, his reign. of
terror began: Xavier Swing Band
. is celebrating "When Swing was
King" today from 9:30 p.m.-12:30
a.m. Admission to this dance, being held in the Armory, is $5 for
students. Swing will be signing
autographs before continuing on
in his search to find a queen.

nu-4'latl't lrfd• ~~f#tll"*"' ~·
Slw 11mlr OJtfB CNOJClf....W ll&lllYl:S IN'" lftdt ~/IA'!

IMAGINE/
Attending ONE i1mo~ative SELF-DEFENSE Workshop
1/uigned/or ilte special needs oflaw ahi.dlng citizens that:
+ 11asplre* you to LAUGlha you learn simple. e:cpllcit UPDATES
for realistic aimet avoidance and/Of" survival·
(SIMtf ef "d/Jll'su oM safcry tips ocliwl/y .wt.tU ~wt~.')

Dl!BaU! & MUUI eAllDHR
~C..Ck¥"

• Tcacttes how to tu:m the FREEZE offear iato CONFIDJ;NCK
(UH-fM.t t!!pplkatlrHtfar' ul/Jn:. pttblfC iptQ.~ feb /lltrt,.W,114..11#11 cr;tryKlitioo ~.Ii:.)

TIMI (brdacirt. foufloKH O( .SWl"llYC- ln•tlcullr·
m t~&l, rc"'""l'WllY quc:1c1oiied man~
ITWiliunal "Urc,y• Cllil«PU afMr ·Uft
lhlt'ill.dlna r:.hlllkqcll durlrtt 1hclt law

.nfoR>C-1

-{:lll~~n;. Th~ f~lc

*

+ I>c$crlbcs WJl£N' yoa b.a\'e Che LEGAL, MORAL ~ad EMOTIONAL
RIGtrt to fight physically

Is • new.

rel'iwotiiq loot· IC crlCM pncati<tn that
Cnlfim1.t(;$ "f~#d lfil!PfN."llT" hntc1d
WOfll·OllC rhotorle 11nd Wlllpllc:Mllon.

Tiiit

Empbtisizos Chal LESS b .MORE, but LESS must be RIOHTt

or

+ Teacbes ONE pb~cal strike that STOPS ~ve11 a drn~ assailnnt
(1Jl'IMT& .It uNOT 11¥ ".3f1Jm w)

d~llbttw:o lrucrtli;Ha c.t' t.uedul humot'

.udit- ot !Iii . ~· 1-.,hlaf.
k>unlug, $-peilOO.Ud, Inspired Hd urel

• Teacbc:s ONE ~fen.so for silrVlvlr:11 uy WEAroN attll.ck .

lc.!!pi

{'btdrtdlft}l,. ~ lll' ~alt..:»)

Tbdr i::aedld,, 1tnl&bt(onnril 1nd hHlin~

h.u -powal'l!d chllh111. t_.
and l,l<llh:gi lldillen.:er •n>"und
1hc W<irld
l.1101u4!ng .l\utraU•, S0191~
./l,lltcl'k:a, ~ri1 F.1111JoSllC and Cuad•. Their
lnlormat~
~r&(w~I

-cll~nt

iflli.

lht

nu.

()aw~.

•

LC311'e5 you f~ling terrific:: aboul y0ur nlural POWER and ~,'lU:NGTll
(BEW.4~ }'011 'ti /NI lht nMi f/J ~ f\llV)'C)tllf YfW. IO~V #111 ~· )l.Jlr 'n: l~aint.-1()

•

ra:G. (JM, lOM. lM.
ca11romi1 hisatr

h1~•11d1:.J
us /\rrm~.

!iii111n1;, da.

•

r.v1:

.

*F.1nc11loHI" l••rntn.moent Is
l11uic.p•b8c. r.tlalaal "p•11lnl" pnoe~ln
Is ll'JlliHll ~" IM tlus.
www.wrviwimtttvw.~
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SF.l.F DF.'FF.NSF..: . . lam·
CONTROi, YOURSULF $1)
!hat If te;11rtd you <:Dll CONTROL
5iQIOO(l(IC1 else ... hopefully,
noo-

i11g lo

violcnllyl

Explains why most se1~fcmc producl• nrc TOYS

Validattll reality: On ~ion~ lnlcing (and suiviving) a ris~ ...
i.~ necessary

for needs to· be fulfilled, ~d dre.ams to come true!

(Rr/kc#ufr: lf>~•focwJim Qr.Ii' orpotr#~. ote;I~~ ,_ )'Oii mtt alrtrJdy aw11t1r~J/J

•

lmprvva communicalfon in yout &inily. NO MORE Fl'GHT[NG over
safely issues. Learn to give each.other POWER not PAIN

•

(kmrn:h' prottJ: JM FEAR •fCRIMK 1.M.1$ tk-'"~ ,llfi,ll"4! llru l~ll critfR ltstlf!J
'

.

. Q~i~\'l~i~ns c._11 the
Department of Rc$idcncc. Life
@ 745-3203.

